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:yanaDthcount Over 700
s Searchers Find More Bodies
BY LEW WitEATON
Associated Press Writer
GEOR(ETOWN, ,uyana ( AP) —
Searchers have found at least 775
bodies at the scene of the Jonestown
mass suicide-murder, almost twice as
many as previously counted, the U.S.
Embassy reported today. It said many
of the newly discovered bodies were
those of children huddled beneath their
parents' corpses.
For days investigators had been
unable to determine the whereabouts of
hundreds of camp residents who ap-
parently were missing. It was believed
many may have fled the death ritual,
hiding in the jungle. The grisly new
discoveries gave the answer.
Embassy spokeswoman Patricia
Moser said that as of 1 p.m. local time
— 10 a.m. CST — 485 bodies had been
removed from Jonestown.
She said 20 more had been placed in
body bags and a still-continuing hand
count had located an additional 270.
She emphasized that the count was
still continuing and more bodies were
being found. She said the bodies were
being found under previously counted
corpses.
"We understand the bodies have been
found piled and there were a lot of
children. Many -Children were fcrund
under the bodies of their parents and
were not counted originally," she said.
The official toll reported here
previously was 408 or 409 dead at
Jonestown.
A U.S. Embassy official had said 803
passports were found at the colony,
leaving 394 or 395 persons still to be
accounted for.
Officials and survivors had variously
estimated that from 100 to 800 members
of the Jonestown commune were not yet •
accounted for.
An eyewitness to the Jonestown mass
suicide said today some reluctant sect
members were forced to swallow
poison as the Rev. Jim Jones exhorted
hundreds of his followers to "die with
dignity."
Peoples Temple member Odell
Rhodes, who fled from the Jonestown
camp midway through the death rite
last Saturday, told reporters the
population of the agricultural commune
was more than 600, though never as
much as 1,000.
Some camp residents are known to
have fled into the surrounding jungle
rather than take poison, and about 30
have since emerged.
A U.S. military airlift today con-
tinued flying bodies from Jonestown
back to the United States.
Jones led his Peoples Temple
followers in the suicide after a squad
from the commune allegedly gunned
down a U.S. congressman, three
newsmen and a defecting cultist. Rep.
Leo Ryan, D-Calif., was in Guyana
investigating the commune.
year-o
native who was a crafts teacher at
Jonestown, said the camp medical
team administered the poison with
needleless syringes, squirting the liquid
into the mouths of babies and children
first.
Rhodes had told reporters Thursday
he had information that could lead to
murder charges in connection with the
Ryan slayings, but said he wanted to
tell his story to Guyanese police.
Hyacinth Thrush, a 76-year-old San
Francisco woman crippled by arthritis,
told a reporter she slept through the
mass suicide and later dragged herself
to the scene. She said she found
"everyone was still. Some were sitting
up with their eyes closed. Others were
lying down. I saw my sister. I walked
over and touched her to wake her up.
She was very cold."
Military officials said today there
still are 138 bodies lying on the ground
around the open pavilion where the
death rite was performed in Jonestown,
about 150 miles northwest of
Georietown.
I The bloated bodies are being placedIn rubberized olive-drab bags, sealed in
aluminum caskets and ferried by
helicopter to Georgetown, where they
flown to Dover Air Force Base, Del.
A total of 286.
arrived at the Dover base where
medical experts are attemptingta____
confirm the identities of the dead and
prepare the bodies for burial.
A sickly stench hung over a remote
corner of Guyana's Ternehri Airport on
Thanksgiving Day. Young men and
women in T-shirts and fatigue pants
transferred the bodies from the
helicopters to transport jets.
"This is just another day to us," said
Master Sgt. Philip Flynn of Portmouth,
Ohio. "It's just a job we have to get
done."
The U.S. Embassy in Georgetown
released names of 170 victims early this
week. Officials said further iden-
tifications would have to be made in the
United States.
Things Quiet On Thanksgiving, Officials Say
Things were relatively quiet during
the Thanksgiving holiday, local
authorities say
A spokesman for Kentucky State
Police at Post I headquarters near
Mayfield said today Calloway County
recorded no accidents with injuries
during the day while the traffic
situation throughout the Past I
coverage area was "slow to near
normal."
_ _A Murray Police Department
-spokesman said few accidents were
reported during Thanksgiving in the
city. Police investigated one hubcap
theft report.
In Calloway County, a sheriff's
department spokespian said authorities
with the office arrested three Murray
17-year-olds charging them with one
burglary and two attempted burglaries,
reported to the department in recent
weeks. The youths are charged in
connection with the burglary of Earl
Lee's Grocery on KY 94, and attempted
break-ins at Lynn Grove Grocery and
Penny Grocery.
spokesman said.
Volunteer firefighters with Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad inspected
and found no sign of a fire at Toddler's
Day Care Center on Covey Drive about
noon Wednesday. According to a
spokesman, a person with the center
reported a smoke alarm went off.
At least seven persons, including four
who were killed in a fiery two-vehicle
police said.
Officers said Scott Abney, 22, of Estill
County, and Jack Frazietojbout 21, of
Dayton, Ohio, were killed early today
when their car went over an ern-
banimient on Kentucky 52 and struck
several trees. The accident occurred
near the western limits of Irvine shortly
after midnight, but was not discovered
until liter 7 a.m., police said.
uewy i Thursday's Mountain Parkway mishap
s over e
Thanksgiving holiday weekend, state as Dewey Gayheart, 28, Geraldinepolice said today. Gayheart, 27, and Terisa LynnThe fatalities raised the 1978 state Gayheart, 1, all of Price, Ky., in Floydfatality count to 779, compared with 865 County; and Judith C. Rogers, 29, ofthrough the same- period a year ago, Ypsilanti, Mich.. , • ,,.
, .
Police said that 14 persons were in theSusan Crass Is Red Cross Youth Chairman two vehicles, which collided head-cm
• •e:enieek snelle
Jrulied as maLYLuith chairman of the
.calloway County -Red Cross chapter,
was introduced to the Board of
ors of The---locaT chapter by Dr.
Harry Sparks, chapter chairman,
during a recent meeting.
A spokesman lot Murray Flee
Department said firefighters ex—
tinguished a blaze at the home of John
'Colbert, 1005 Main, about 7 p.m.
Thanksgiving day. The fire apparently
started in a fireplace and burned
portions of a wall and floor, the
Dr. Sparks, in his introductory
remarks, pointed out that without the
interest and involvement of youth,
organizations would have a lifespan of
'
eralth on the Mountain PaTirwar-turve-- Felice identified the victims of IP:tent/MY unsafe reftise-bin2rinvetieral product standard at. identity'
_ _
commercial and private trash appear to be dangerous and illegally in
collecting firms, use, said Moore.
Edsel Moore, manager of the Potentially unsafe refuse bins Owned
department's consumer product safety by agencies of city or county ginvern-
branch, says certified testers front his ments and privately owned businesses,
branch are testing- potentially a such as restaurants, gas stations anddangerous refuse bins with equipment apartment complexes, are exempt
from the commission. The testing from the banning action, Moore said.program is scheduled to be concluded "'However, these agencies and• about 6:30 a.m. near the Wolfe-Morgan by Jan. 15, Moore said. 45.C§..“4112411d-dietertiaif---thRic-
• .
-
:Bed- Cross, which sea be 100-ears'old,
In 1981, has alveays emphasized youth in-
their programs, particularly ie water__
Siirefy,- first aid, nursing tied health
services, and community, national and
international projects," he said.
Miss Crass, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Crass, will assist students in
Calloway and Murry high schools,
Murray Middle School and the county
YOUTH CHAIRMAN — Susan Crass, Murray High School junior, was
recently appointed local youth chairman of the Calloway County Red
Cross Chapter. Shown above with Lisa Houston, left, the Division Youth
Chairman, at a meeting in Nashville, Susan plans to form a youth council in
the near future.
A Switch...
By OWEN ULLM ANN
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The
government's watchdog of workplace
safety is flushing away a lat of picky
rules that drove employers crazy — like
how to design the proper toilet seat or
how to choose a tool belt
In all, 921 regulations of the
Occupational Safety and HeriLth
Administration rtieet a timely detail
today
clon't-look:ioc-40- mourners.
isOSHA glad to see the rules go They
INSPECTING TRASH BINS — Two Department for Human Resources in-
spectors test a four-cubic yard trash bin to determine how much weight
pulling down on the protruding portion can tip the bin. Bins such as these
have caused death and injuries to-numerous individuals, mostly children,
across the country. Murray Sanitation Department personnel are checking





tendent Jerry Wallace said today that
the city is complying with an extensive
statewide program to mddify unsafe
metal trash bins. However, Wallace
said he believes there are no more than
10 or 15 such containers citywide.
"I have been in contact with the state,
and we are presently in the process of
checking the refuse bins around town
and compiling a list of the unsafe
containers to send to the state. Those
with unsafe bins will then receive a
letter from the state," Wallace said.
The Department for Human
Resources, in cooperation with the these fatalities and injuries."
Consumer Product Safety Commission, An estimated 40 percent of the refuse
is responsible for a program testing bins in Kentucky, as described by a new
met- recently with jules - Marquar,
Kentucky LihrisiOn YoUthDirectar,..and _
Use Houston, Division Youth Cori-
sultant of Mayfield, to plan projects
which will interest young people and
provide service to the community at the- -
same time. Susan is also active in
church and school activities, Future
Homemakers of America and the
Murray swim team.
Last year the local Red Cross
benefitted from the assistance of youth
in projects ranging from aides in the
Learn-to-Swim program involving the
United Methodist Youth Fellowship, a
campus blood drive sponsored by the
student organization of Murray State,
comfort kits fer underprivileged infants
provided by Murray High Future
Homemakers -of -America, con-
tributions during the fund drive and
_many other services.
This year. according to Miss Crass.
similar projects will be undertaken.
She urges any school or church group
that wants to get invelved in com-
munity projects to contact her. In the
near future a youth council will be
formed and organizations will be asked
to send delegates to the first meeting
In the meantime, she Will be visiting the
Mayfield chapter to assist their youth
council with w."Toys for Christmas"
party for underprivileged children, and
making plans with the Youth Con-
sultant and the Division Youth Director
se that the Calloway County Red Cross
Youth will become a vital part of the
community.
-75-11ifles—Wrair="ralX1 • eesesaiseeedwasand-eitY etelnantaringtheble:=rfee-rnt 'atam c rs caught fire from one to four cubic yards, most ot —arrangeeio twirl/tem modified."aetliee-Red ,Crostr Vistreh enistens. 'She pace said the four -victims apparently which have a slanted front side. Empty,
named to death.. the unstable bins weigh from 200 to 400
pounds. When roaded, they are even
heavier and more unstable, he said.
Wallace stated, "As I understand it, if
the front casters on the slope side of the
unit are welded permanently to the
bottom of the contaMer, it is unsafe. If
the unit has a slide-arm and it is ex-
tended five to six inches in front of the
container, it is safe."
"'These unstable bins have been ,
responsible for at least 21 reported
deaths nationwide, including one
Kentuckian, and many others have
been seriously injured," said Moore.
"Children are the victims of most of
Hydrant Flush Is Planned
The Murray Water System plans to
flush fire hydrants in the cit7Stittday
right, Nov. 25, 1978, a spokesman said
today.
The flushing will begin about 10 p.m.
and will be completed during the night,
the
- "If there is any discoloration of your
water when first turned on Sunday
morning, flush well before using," the
spokeman said. "We are sorry for any
inconvenience but it is required that we
do this twice a year," the spokesman'
spokesman added. added •
— 0.•re.
Unstable teash.binTean be converted
to a stable state for about $25 to ;75
each, dependhig on their size, ac-
cording to Moore.
Any business or agency that suspects
that they might have potentially
dangerous refuse bins in their in-
ventory should contact either Wallace
at the local sanitation department, 753-
5127, or Moore at the Department for
Human Resources, Consumer Product
Safety Branch, 275 E. Main, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601. The telephone number is
(5021 564-4537.
Former City Mayor Holmes Ellis
To Chair MSU.Century Club Drive
FOrmer Mayor Holmes Ellis,
Crestwood Place, has been named the
Murray State University' Century Club
fund campaign chairman for 1979 in
Calloway County.
Sponsored by the Murray State
Alumni Association, the Century Club
contributions, ranging from $100 to
$1,000, are used to provide $500 first-
year scholarships for deserving high
school seniors wishing to continue their
education at Murray State and who
apply for financial aid.
No funds are carried over from one
year to the next. All are awarded the
year they are contributed.
Last year, the 12 Century Clubs in
West Kentucky contributed a total of
$18,350 for the program with an ad-
ditional $2,100 being received fron.
miscellaneous donors, making a total of
$20.450.
The 75 members of the Calloway club,
by far the largest in the Century hub
framework, contributed $8,200 of this
amount. Eight of its members are 10-
year members, 33 are five-year
members and 20 have participated in
the program for three years.
Fifty-two of the coveted scholarships
were awarded last April at the
association's annual banquet, and the
recipients-are now students at the
university.
Of the 8,200 students enrolled at the
university, 1,139 are from Calloway Co.
There also are 1,797 graduates of the
university presently residing in the
county.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, president
OSHA Is Getting Rid Of Some Picky Rules
never saved any lives or warded off any
Injuries or illnesses, as far as agency
officials could tell.
And the 5 million businesses affected
by agency rules will be tickled pink.
After all, they used to get fined by
OSHA inspectors for faihne4o comply
with the rules.
Some of the former rules were just
plain silly, like the one that said
"Piping located inside or outside ei
buildings may be placid above or beko
grountLu That envereetam annatepriev
Others went a little too far in the area
of product design. For instance:
"Every water closet (toilet) shall
have a hinged seat made of substantial
material, having a non-absorbent
finish. Seats installed ar replaced...-
shall be of the open front type."
Then there were rules that pioneered
- protective remedies foe-health threats
that don't exist.
• "A covered receptacle shall be kept
In all toilet rooms used_b_y_worrjen"i2r
-Owt11181503§Tary nap-ittni. Side
one '11
But Jerry Purswell, OSHA's safety
standard director and chief rule
scratcher, says the agency was unable
to find a single case "in which a-woman
became ill becrede et exposure to a
sanitary napkin.'"
Anether batch of ex-rules set records
for providing incomprehensible and
unnecessary gobbledygook.
114 telephone company, for example,
mild only provide linemen:
that_batice porde& -that,
extend at least Pi-inches dawn and i
inches back of the inside of the circle of.
emeritus of the university, is the
general Century Club chairman for the
1979 campaign, which already is under
way in most West County counties.
Active clubs also are in Caldwell,
Daviess, Graves, Henderson, Hickman,
Hopkins, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken and Trigg Counties. Their
memberships totalled 71 contributors in
1978.
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each fl-ring for riveting on plier or tool
pockets... There may be no more than 4
!col loops on any body belt."
And was it really helpful for a
enpany that uses wood ladders to
clow.lhat:
'Bleat streaks ip Western Hemlock
shall not be considered an irregularity,
eieept that chambers associated with
biz& streaks when present in the.part. '01
shall be limited as specified for pitch'
anii•barkpocketalL




Partly cloudy and cool tonight.
Lows in the mid 30s. Increasing
r
chance of showers before
11'sI.iiijeak in-the JAW MI, •
S
PAGE: 2 TME-MettlItRY-Ity-triiGHt*Tiginurids. y, November PAGE: 1 TH
'UDC Chapter Hears Elder;
State Officers Are Named
By Sally Livesay
l)rHiarvey Elder, professor
of mathematics at Murray
State, University, was guest
speaker at the recent meeting
of. the J. PO. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy held at the home
_QLi4aIepe Visher.,
(Nag N ood Drive, Murray.
"Reconstruction 'In Ken-
tucky "was the subject of the
program by 1)r. Elder who
said the period of recon-
struction v. as most difficult
De. Harvey Elder
-Guest Speaker
and one mart wrote "never
have American .men
responsible positions directing
the destiny of the nation been
so brutal, hypocritical, and
corrupt.''
After the war. Kentucky
repealed what wartime
proscriptive legislation was on
the statute books and went
southern politically rejecting
three civil war amendments,
13th, 14th, and 15th. Although
threatened with recon-
struction because of their
rebel sympathizers, Kentticky
aisd Maryland were allowed to
work out their own political
destinies because they never
seceded.
Radicals .fearing political
influence by returned Con._
federates attempted to control
the election for legislature in
1865 by prohibiting returned
rebels and those who assisted
the Confederate cause from
voting. Conservatives won and
as time went by, ancient
traditions and former con-
nections were turning the
state back in the old attitude of
mind. Many unionists,
soldiers and civilians who felt-
cornf triable when allied 
with northern thought and
politics were almost tin-




quickly, and examples of
legislation were struck down
such as the requirement for
ministers to take a oath 01
loyalty. before performing. a
marriage ceremony, jurors
before serving on juries, and
teachers before instructing in
schools.
In 1866 Kentucky. donated
10,000 bushels of corn to the
poor of Georgia. In 1867 the
Democratic convention
named John L Helm for
governor. Helm had ad-
vocated secession and had one
son killed in the Confederate
Army. The remainder of the
ticket was filled with actual
Confederate soldiers and
secessionists except one Union 
man. Nine Demdcratic
congressmen won by an
erwhelming majority.
Sam McKee who lost his
seat declared "Kentucky at
the polls has given proof that a
majority of her voters believe
the war for the Union was
wrong, and their hearts as
well as their voices are in
sympathy with the lost cause.
Kentucky failed to secede in
1861. By a strange conjunction
of circumstances what the
rebels failed to do in that year,
they freely realized in the year
of 1867."
Ballard County Democrats
instructed their delegate to
vote for John C. Breckenridge
for governor, although at that
time he was a' fugitive in
Canada. Over 900 men, from
Calloway County fought for
the Confederacy, and fewer
than 100 for the Union.
In the absence of the
president, Mrs. Inez Claxton,
the vice-president, Mrs. John
Livesay. presided and in-
troduced Dr. Elder as a
speaker who is well known and
highly regarded for his ability
and personality as a speaker
as well as an excellent
mathematician.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn and
Mrs. Sidney McKinney
reported on the state con-
vention held in Lexington.
 Mrs. Vaughn was elected state
vice-president and /airs.
McKinney as third vice-









L.3 L.3 L. it: L Iggia Lo
of Murray and Mrs. ?Ai:Kinney
of Cadiz are well known for
their many church, club, and
civic activities, and both have
been especially active in their
work with the , UDC
organization. This is a special
honor to have two local
chapter members as state
officers.
The local chapter was also
honored by being awarded a
prize for'the best and most
publicity through the year.
and a prize for the most nes.
members.
At the state meeting, the
chapter was recognized as the
most active chapter and
having the best historical
programs of any in the state:
and at the national convention
in Richmond was recognized
as second in the nation having
been beaten by a small
majoKtty in1WUIS.
Refreshments were' served
by Dr. Visher and Dr. Mildred-
Hatcher.. Also present were
Mr W. Z. Carter, Mrs. J. 0.
Chambers, Mrs. N. A. Ezell,
Mrs. Timothy Graves, Mrs.
Ray Munday, and Mrs. J. A.
Outland, members, Mrs.




Mr. and Mrs. Mike Morgan
of Benton announce the birth
of a baby girl, Sarah Emily,
born on Monday, Oct. 30, at
335 p.m. The baby weighed 8
pounds 3 ounces. A
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Charles I.. Morgan of
Hardin and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles N. Keen of Benton.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. • Homer Morgan of
Hardin and Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Tucker of Murray.
AQUA DOG
MODESTO, Calif. 4AP) —
Queen of the Sierra, a labrador
retriever, likes to retrieve
things not from bushes but
from water.
The dog, belonging to Dave
Meek, dives head •first to the
battom of her master's 10-feet--
deep swiliiissoig pool to fetch a-
swim fin or scuba mask.
Meek said Sierra, who is 9
months old, took her first-big
plunge about five months ago
when a fin landed in the pool
and she dived three feet . to re-
trieve it-in the-shallow end. She
progressed to the deep end and




M. and Mrs. Harold Swift of Murray Route 2 announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Trina Carol, to Joseph Hardin Ross, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. Ross of Dexter Route 1.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Robinson of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge Swift of
Kirksey. The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Guiseppi Fricia of Detroit, Mich., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin Ross of Calloway County.
Miss Swift, a 1978 graduate of Calloway County-High
School, is employed as a secretaiy at Vernon's Ltd., Murray.
Mr. Ross attended Calloway County High School and is now
employed as a union carpenter with the Harold Swift Con-
struction Company.
The-wedding is planned for Friday, Feb. 23, at the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
HEALTH
Treatment of acne
Lawrence E. Lamb, M. D
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
a 19-year-old male who has
been visiting dermatology
offices for four years be-
cause of an acne problem.
What I would like to know is
What causes acne?. Is there
any way to get rid of it
before you outgrow it? What
body changes occur to stop
it? My current doctor's'
treatment consists of wash-
ing with an abradant
cleanser and applying a
clear liquid prescription,
then applying a thick white
liquid. I was taking pills, but
this doctor found they were
affecting my liver. Is this all
that can be done? Isn't there
any other method of treat-
ment?
_DEAR READER -- As a
generalization, acne is a
problem of the adolescent
years.-Ttreatty does-begui
with puberty. which. sug-
,LI,1a.t it has something
'&'iWtfrn Iner*.hs the
formation of sex hormones. -
The problem really isn't just
limited to young people,
though, as it does occur in
older people, including those
Who are middle-aged or old-
er.
It is related to improper
functions of the skin.
Remember, the, skin is an
organ and it is filled with
glands that create oils and
sweat.
The activation of the oily
glands, through whatever
mechanism, is the chief un-
derlying cause d-acne. Just
having oily skin by itself
might be all right,- but de-
Tenth Birthday Luncheon
Rh? Chapter Of ADK Held
The Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa celebrated its
tenth birthday with a luncheon
Saturday, Nov. 11, at the
Holiday Inn.
Clinton Rowlett was in
charge of the Founder's Day
program, and recognized each
officer with a small gift ap-
propriate to her office. Emit
gift was in units of ten in
recognition of Rho chapter's
tenth birthday.
Mrs. Rowlett recognized the
charter members or the
chapter who are still active.
They are Sue Adams, Sue
Chaney, Lucy And Forrest,
Bess Kerlick, Agnes
Mary Nanney, Doll




After the luncheon, Bess
Kerlick presided at the
business meeting, and
reported on. the state-
presidents' council meeting;
Joanna Sykes reported on
International Alpha Delta
- Kappa Week during which the
chapter presented a burning
bush shrub to the public -
library; and Betty Riley
reported on the altruistic
• -
FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTION
Find out for certain if your chimney or
stove is voted with dangerously flammable
creosote! This offer good in Calloway Coun-
ty only!
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps
159-4876
Member Murray Chamber of Commerce
Tired Of Ball Games? See
These!
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'Christmas gifts for two needy
families, birthday cards to
retired teachers, scholarship
in the spring, and exchange of
secret sisters.
As a part of Founder's Day
Betty Riley gave an in-
formative lesson on the Greek
alphabet and the part it plays
in the sorority's names.
The meeting adjourned with
the next meeting to be in the
home of Doralyn Lanier. Cid
Dec. 18 at 7 p.m.
r?••
CHARTER MEMBERS of the Rho Chapter-of--AtpWa
Della Kapp who were present for hit luncheon meeting
were, left to right, seated, Sue Adam, 1 ucy Ann Forrest,
Bess -Kerlick, Doll' Reddick, standing Clinton Rowlett,
Mary Nannev, Betty Riley, and Joanna 1.kes.
fects develop-at the surface
of the skin „so the oil glands
get plugged up and retain
sebum, the Oily secretions
formed by these glands. It'p
this ni* or sometimes al-
most Waxy material which
becomes blackheads or
whiteheads, and if the drain-
age of that gland is com-
pletely blocked at the sur-
face of the skin, the accumu-
lation may develop into a
pimple.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 8-2,
Acne Can Be Treated, to
give you more information
about how this problem de-
velops and what our current
thinking is about treating it.
Others who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Ad-
dress your request to Dr.
;3;7 hPin. OP. a rFlofethir"e"P1551 Radio
City Station, New York, NY
- • . ,• . s
There are stubborn cases,
but most cases can certainly
be helped a great deal with
adequate treatment.
The other major factor
which contributes to the de-
velopment of acne is the
action of small bacteria just
inside the gland that acts on
the fatty secretions. Acne,
then, is related to exces-
sively oily or greasy skin,
problems at the surface of
the skin that prevent ade-
quate drainage and, finally,
the action of bacteria.
It follows that the proper
treatment is directed toward
decreasing the oily greasy
formation, coupled with
peeling the skin or improv-
ing the surface of the skin so
that oil glands can drain
properly without getting
plugged up and, finally, the
use of antibiotics to help
eliminate the bacteria that
converts the fat to irritating
substances. All of these are
discussed in The Health Let-
ter that I am sending you.
Unfortunately, some peo-
ple do have trouble with
their liver when they have
taken tetracyclines; com-
monly used in the treatment
of acne. This, however, is
most often in individuals
who take very large doses.
Sometimes these medicines
are effective in small
amotifirs over prolongéd 
of time. They should
not be used during the period
developing.
Every face is different but
the things a person can do at
home to help include using
agents to dry the skin and
frequent washing of the skin.
If you need more than the
use of skin-drying aggits
and, perhaps, hot soaW to
the skin with a warm wash
cloth, then it is probably best
to see your doctor and have
him help you. This could




It's our 5th Anniversary and
we're celebrating with our an-
nual 10% storewide discount.
Istoritake Special Savings
25% off
On all open stock - registries not
included.
•
1)....esall. Cr Cr 46. Oar Craw %is VosnerestrasC+,..Cir
II: Selected Group 1117
Of Merchandise ;
75% on t-
Free Gift For Everyone!
isrov.-21Ith=25th
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Nutrition Center at Douglas
Center. will be closed today,
but meals will be delivered to
the homes.
Calloway County Y.F.A
Ettes will have a pizza supper
at Pagliai's at 6 p.m.
Local Chapter of National
Retired Federal Employees
has cancelled its meeting for
this month.
Senior Citizens office will be
closed and no shopping for
senior citizens will be held
today.
&sturdy, November 25
Alpha Department - of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon meeting at
the club house at noon.
Visitors may watch cooks
 prepare the -T-hartkgiving
• dinner using the tools and
cooking resources of the mid-
--•••• -
Homeplace- land Bet-
ween the Lakes, from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m.
Monday, November 27
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Health Center, North 7th and
Olive Streets, Murray.
Parents Anonymous is
scheduled to meet at 7:15 p.m.
at the Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Singles Unlimited 'is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church. For
information call 753-3812.
Arts and crafts ClOSS for
senior citizens and interested
adults will be at St. John's
Center, 1620 Main Street, at 7
p.m. For transportation call
753-0929 by 3 p.m.
Monday..Nevember 27
Hazel Baptist Church WMU
will have a mission study at
the•church at 7 p.m. with Jean
Richerson to teach the book
Memorial Baptist Ctrurch
Women will have a study of
the foreign mission book;
"Brazilian Obsession," at- 7
p.m. Other churches are in-
vited to attend as guests.
Humane Society will meet
at 7 p.m. at the Community
Room, Murray Federal
Savings and Loan, 7th and
Main Streets, with Dr. C. G.
Warner, Jr., as speaker on
"First Aid For Animals" and
refreshments to be served. AU
interested persons invited.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, is
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the club house.
League of Women Vdtirs
will meet at 8 p.m. on second
, tgrtn clirtVrt'
programs of the TVA and the
progress of the TV Inter-




Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
the Woodmen of the World will
meet at the home of Jean
Richerson at 7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Clara
Jean Paschall at 7 p.m.
Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at the
church at 7 p.m. with Mrs. C.
C. Lowry to speak on 'The
Result of An Irritation." -
Phebian Sunday
Class, Opal Howard, Teacher,
of First Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of






You get 12 pieces of fish,
8 hush puppies,
a pint of cole slaw, and
plenty of french fries.
  Save $1"
4
when you feed the family
Captain D's
save $1.00 at Captain D's
on the Value Pack
Present this coupon for al 00 off Captain's Value Pack over the
Thanksgiving weekend. Offer good Thurs.. Fri— Sat & Sun.,








-Reg. $6.69 If With Coupon
Tuesday, November n
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m.. at the Dexter
Center.
FAlis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activitiet .by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devetion
at 10:05 a.m., program by
Catloway County Public
Library at 10:30 a.m., limeh at
noon, and band practice at 1
p.m.
Quota Club is scheduled to
meet at Triangle Restaurant
at 12 noon.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Blood River Associational
-M" Night will be held at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
at 7 p.m.







DELTA SPEAKER _. Ann Uddberg, left shows Louise Swann, center, chairman of the
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club, and Clinton Rowlett, department
program chairman, the "how to" with her recipes for pastries at the meeting of the
department held at the club house.
Sigma Department Hears Several
murra; S-pea- kers A
ryipulty
Orson Welles' film, "Citizen
Kane" will be shown in the
International Film Festival at
the Murray State Student
Center Auditorium from 1:30
to 3:30 p.m., and at 7 p.m. At
the latter a speaker and
panelists will be featured.
--44.t"""at'=016: ,°711
e Arts Diane Thomas, owner of
State The Homeplace in Lone Oak,
continue presented a program about
gifts and crafts at the meeting
on Nov. 13 of the Sigma
Department, Murray
Woman's Club.
Ms. Thomas suggested that
in purchasing a flower
arrangement one should
consider its size, • shape,
texture, color, price, and




FOR SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25, 1978
What kind -of day will
tomorrow be?-TO find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20i
What you think of as
"another dull day" will take
an exciting turn, providing
you keep on your. toes and
don't miss an opportunity to
make new friends.
TAURUS b(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Just one more time, revise a
well-prepared plan of action
and you will hit it, not just
right, but perfect! Results are
well worth the effort.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)n
Romance is 'u ! yotit stars
today — either the memory of
a love past, or the actuality of
a new eneaunter_that's
des-fined to be meaningful,
TO JuTy-'23746-0
Stray off the beaten path
and a door may opeti that sets
,your  life in a new direction. A
ièw opportunity awaits those
who,are adventuresome.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)4124igZ
Separate the significant
from the trivial, then act with
dispatch. You've got to
overcome the habit of trying
to do everything at once and
accomplishing nothing.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23(
One of your most creative
days coming up. Don't waste it
on minor projects but put all of
your cleverness into a project
that's important to your
future.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23, —
Light that bonfire today and
get going on a project that has
occupied your thoughts and
conversation for months. It's
time to take action.
SCORPIO
Wet. 24 to-Nov. 22)
You may have heard
distressing news about the
relation of close friends or
relatives. You could be the one
who might help effect a
reconciliation.
SAGITTARRJS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2er
An unexpected windfall
gives you extra dollars today.
You will enjoy spending them
on something extravagant
that you thought .you couldn't
afford.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Don't let a nervy neighbor
or friend impose on your good
nature. There's no need to be
embarrassed about saying NO
— more than 'once if
neve._
t Meet At Club Hous_fi.
344
stilre'T v(31w to make simple




hostesses Lucy Lilly and
Sharon Wells presided at the
refreshment table.
During the business session,
the vice-chairman, Shirley
Winters, introduced three
guests, each of whom gave a
brief talk.
Ms. Peggy Brown provided
information about Murray
City Schools' gifted and
talented program; Keith Hays
described the transportation
needs of the Murray-Calloway
County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Association; and
Richard Valentine spoke on
behalf of the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre. .
In addition, Dean Poston
reported on the Murray-
Calloway County' hospital's
current efforts to expand its
obstetrics' care and to initiate
a public education project.
. Following a lengthy'
discussion, members voted to
donate the bulk of the 1979
AQJJAltS
(Jah1i_417:Fetr1g)
Your mad mood of the
moment won't last. Before the
day is out, an entertaining
happening will restore you to
your usual gbiallitinaor. •
PISCES




something over which you
have no control. You will have
to accept the outcome, so don't
anticipate which way it will
go. Wait and see.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
warm. affectionate nature.
There is something of the
dreamer in you, but when a
decision has to be made, you
snap to attention and con-
centrate on it. Often your
daydreams deal with a project
at hand; it is possible that one -
day you will solve a
technotogleat lifobTern and
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Open 1,0,,iay Ti! Chrimma%
Kentucky Charity Horse Show
funds to the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care
Center to help meet the
transportation needs of
mentally retarded citizens.
The department also voted
to give an undetermined
amount to the community
theatre, the hospital, and the
gifted and talented program.
Lochie Landoll and Lois
Keller, co-chairmen of the
horse show, announced that
plans for the 1979 show,
scheduled for April 20-21, are
underway.
Chairman Judy Muehleman
announced,that the Sigma and
Garden,' Departments will
'decorate the clubhouse on
December 1 and 2 for the
Christmas holidays. She
requested volunteers to assist
with this project.
Two new members, Emmy
Edwards and Penny Cappock,
were welcomed into the
department.
It was announced that the
First Baptist Church bell choir
will present the December
program.
Ann Uddberg Speaks At
Delta Department Meet
Mrs. Jack Ann ) Uddberg
spoke at the meeting of the
Dena Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Tuesday, Nov. 7, at 7:30 p.m..
at the club house.
Ann showed the "how to"
with her recipes for pastries
and demonstrated her cooking
art to the members. She is of
Norwegian ancestry by way of
Iowa, and said "all Norwegian
housewives sould have all
their Christmas baking done
by Dec. 6 and wouldn't think of
having nothing on hand to
serve when visitors called
anytime of the yew."
Mrs. Uddberg said her
favorite experience in her
teens was being given the
privilege of driving the family
car, alone, 500 miles to visit
her grandmother. They spent
the days while visiting,
cooking and talking. ,Mra
Uddberg and her husband own
the Panhandler in Bel Air
awning VAN** 
one daughter, Ellett, about One--
year old.
The department members
were served refreshments like
the ones Mrs. Uddberg
demonstrated. She made them




Clinton Rowlett was the
program chairman. Reports
were given by Vanda Gibson,
secretary, and I.ucille
Thurman, treasurer. Treva
Johnson gave the courtesy
report and reminded mem-
bers of the hospitalization of
Flossie Mercer, member.
Georgia Adams gave the
devotion using Thanksgiving
as the theme and quoting from
Psalms 68:19. She stated that
events could be a burden, good
or bad, according to one's
attitude.
Two new members were
announced as Edna Gowans
and Novella Morgan. Maurine
McDade of San Antonio,
Texas, was a guest of her
sister, Inez Claxton, and Dr.
Fontella Kimball of
Chickashaw, Okla., was a
guest of Clara Eagle. Dr.
Kimball is a former member
of the Murray Woman's Club
and was home management
director at Murray State
University when she resided
,
  Were ,Inyre




On May 16, 1866 a five cent
coin first appeared in Ameri-
ca. It Was known as a "nickel."
NOREEN'S
Dolls ift Crafts
US 641 So. between Hazel and Midway
NOW OFFERS
A complete ceramic workshop. Instructions,
firing service, greenware, and supplies, tools
and brushes.
Daytime and Evening Hours
Call 492-8611
For Further Information
In addition you will find fabrics available for
crafts or home sewing, dolls and accessories
and handmade gifts.
Wide Selection Of . . .
New Baby's Bear is just right
for baby. . . soft and cuddly






t- 2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE
Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free!' I.
This offer includes Men's Women's and Childrens' Dress, Casual, and-Canvas Shoes











near:time is a service for senior
wrens. 'Its purpose. is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you ha% e a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addreslied
ON elope. The most useful replies will
be printed in ails celery'. -
HEARTLINE: t recently became
disabled and applied for my: Social
Security drSability. It was turned down
for the reason that I need 26 quarters of
coverage. I only have 24. There is no
way, due to my medical condition, that
I will ever be able to earn these quar-
ters My wife is still employed on a
Social Security-covered job. I know she
has enough quarters to retire when she
reaches age 62. I am only 54 years old.
If I can't get some kind of financial
assistance, we are really in trouble.
Can ,I draw Social Security disability on
my wife's account with her still,
=Moe tanitget bsek-
have paid into Social Security on my
account' What can I do? - W.R.
You are experiencing a problem
which many of us have to face in our
lives. It doesn't help any knowing that
you are not alone in this situation. If you
cannot earn the necessary two quar-
ters, then you will riot ever be able to
draw disability or retirement benefits
on your account, and neither will your
dependents or survivors be able to draw
benefits on your account. And you
cannot withdraw the money you have
paid into Social Security. You will not
be able to draw disability benefits. You
can, however, draw a spouses benefit
when you reach age 62, if your wife is
drawing her retirement at that time.
. The only enggestions we have is that
you check with Social Security and see
<if you would be eligible for Sup-
plemental Security Income. This is a
program for persons who are either
blind, disabled oc over age 65. There
are, however, income requirements fig
eligibility, because these benefits are
for persons with income below the
poverty level. It is based .upon the in-
come of the household, so your wife's
income could well make you ineligible
to receive this benefit.
HEARTLINE: I have recently
become covered by Medicare. I am
concerned with how the Medicare
carriers determine the median of
doctors' charges in each area. I have
talked with some of my friends and they
tell that the Medicare carrier in our
area has not reviewed doctors' charges
since 1965. What can we do about this?
- RG. - •
What your friends have told you
not possibly be true. First of all,
Medicare did not even begin until 1966.
All carriers review doctor's charges
,- once each year to be sure they are
.__ paying as muchon your ciaiipsAallare-
'0 rlt1y cfffered"mak-'"
under Medioare, there are many
questions to which you may need an-
Sinters. We offer a very easy-to-
-)Anderstand book which covers the
Antire Medicare program. To order,
send $2.08 to -Heartline'S Guide to
Medicare," 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow
six weeks for delivery. You will receive
the new 1979 edition.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare pay
part of the charges for the reading of an
electrocardiogram? - U.T.
Yes. Medicare will pay 80 percent of
the reasonable charges for an E.K.G.
and the same for the reading of an
E.K.G., as long as yes-hawe-last your
$60 deductible.
HEARTLINE: I read somewhere
about a change in Social Security laws
dealing with overpayments when a
beneficiary dies. Since my husband and
I are both drawing benefits for Social
Security, I would like to know more
about this in the event it should ever
apply to one of us. Can you tell me what
was changed? - S.M.
The 1977 amendments contains a
provision for sending Social Security
and Supplemental Security Income
checks on an earlier date for morths
when delivery would fall on Saturday,
Sunday. or a legal public holiday. The
Amendments Chart Book"
states: If the usual delivery date for a
31 .11ar f: 
Security totems
example, were September
tal . _  .
1, and that date fell on Saturday,
Sunday, or legal public holiday, the
check would be paid on August 29th. If
the beneficiary were to die on, say,
August 31, he would not be entitled for
benefits that month, and the check paid
on August 29th would be erroneous.
Congress believes that any such
erroneous payments that occur as a
direct result of this provision should not
be recovered. Therefore, when an
erroneous payment occurs under this
provision, the erroneous payment will
not be an overpayment, and therefore
will not be recovered, if the event which
causes the payment to be erroneous
occurs after the check is delivered.
In other words, if a Social Security
beneficiary dies after receipt of a check
delivered earlier than usual, because
delivery would have occured on a
Saturday,: Sunday, or legal holiday,
then that check would not have to be
• returned to Social Security. Under the
--dd law, if ibeneficiary died before the
end of the month, that month's check
would had to have been returned to
Social Security.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be oo topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or 'reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071. •




- The first and second place sweep-
stakes awards garnered by Calloway
County and Murray High Schools at the
recent Builitt Central Tournament are
major achievements for our school
systems.
Forensic contests are one of very fe*
competitive efforts between high
schools that require intellectual, as
opposed to physical, prowess. The
successes in recent years of Calloway
County High School students and, now,
the superior efforts of 111Fray High
School students, should be a source of
immense pride to Calloway Countians.
It .has been several years since a
single county so thoroughly dominated
the Kentucky High Scbool Speech..„„,
gue program. Congratulations are
lerizved •












WELUAIE TO CALIFORNIA !
B , N1.1 Gamitt
Worms Or No Worms, This Winter
Weather Can Be Anybody's Guess
W. J. Pitman is one of my most
prolific sources for column ideas.
The other day he called to tell me
excitedly that our mutual, wood-
splitting friend, Ora Wyatt, had said it
was going to be a long, hard winter. Mr.
Wyatt, who has seen 71 winters already,
could tell from the woolie worms.„.W. J.
said.
If their hair coat is rich and dark in
color, this is said to mean that we
should get braced for some severe, cold
weather. If the worms coats were light
brown, this indicates a relatively mild
winter.
At the first opporturlitY, I stopped by
Mr. Wyatt's place at 403 North 6th
Street. I have known him since October
of 1975 When I saw him laying ia.his
winter wood like my father used to do,
stopped, got acquainted and later wrote
of the experience.
"Heck," he chuckled, clasping his
callused hands across his ample,
rotund middle, "I don't know' nothing
about telling the 'weather from woolie
worms. I don't know how that got
started. I can't tell anything about
what's the weather going to be like, but
there are some signs of something
unusual.
know we've had an awfully heavy
crop of leaves on the ground this year,




"Tool, folks are buying more wood
Bid buying it earlier this year than any
time I can remember, if that means
some of them wanting wood as far back
as July. And they don't mind paying for
it. We get $20 a rick for 16-inch oak and
$22.50 a rick for hickory, and we're
selling it as fast as we can cut and rick
it. You've got to pick it up, though. I
don't haul no wood, not bne stick."
Mr. Wyatt and Johnny cut and sold
735 ricks of firewood these past two
winters, and in just the past few weeks
they've moved 79 ricks, 17 of them on
one day. They get their wood from a
farm east of town on which they have
been clearing some land for the owners.
With good splitting wood, Mr. Wyatt
can split a rick in about an hour and
a half. "If it's full of knots," he
chuckled, "it'll take you half a day."
"There may be ways of telling what
the winter is going to be like by wat-
ching the worms," he said, "but I can't
tell."
Then picking up his razor-sharp axe
and setting up another chunk to split, he
wisely prophesied, "I'd say it's just
about anybody's guess."
+++
When Quachi Dan Young died
unexpectedly of a heart attack last
Sunday morning, several of our senior
citizens lost a dependable helper.
Quachi; as he 'eas known, sort Of
"looked after" some of our older folks,
among them Dewey Ragsdale, T. and
Sledd  before Fayelskath  „just a
r cuoisit court tiork-
9.
passed away not long ago.
He had been doing the shopping and
errands for Dewey and Mary for the
oast 81e2 years, coming to their place on
Sycamore almost every day.
He often drove the Sledds on out-of-
town trips - to Memphis, to Nashville
and to the Paducah airport. In fact, he
had gone to the Murray-Western
football game here with T. the af-
ternoon before his death. They were
'close friends of many years.
"He knew all the ehort . cuts around
and through the cities," T. said. "We
always made good time when Quachi
drove us."
There are conflicting stories about
how he got his name. One said he was
part Indian and that "Quachi" was an
Indian name. Another said "Quachi"
was a derivative of "quiet child" - or
at least that's what it sounded like when
he would look after or scold a small
child.
He became Dan Young, so the story
goes, when he went to work for the late
Wallace McElrath in the McElrath
grocery store on the west side of th4
square. He hadn't been there long
before one day Mr. McElrath was
quoted as saying, "Shucks, I can't
remember that name of your. From
no* on how about me just calling you
'Dan'?" And it stuck. .
atittaBitlir
-
Sunday School . By H. C. Chiles
 anything Johnny (his' son.) and I had m .0‘ righted outh mod ItSesson oot• , gette. and u•ell p. rrnis•to,
Contemporary Religious Thought -
In Everything
We Give Thanks
By REV. RONNIE ADAMS
Pastor, Poplar Spring
Baptist Chat%
"In everything give thanks: for this is
the will of God in Christ Jesus con-
cerning you"- -f I - Theis. 1 lit-- ---
In this scripture verse we are told to
give thanks in everything. This means
every- event and every circumstance..
Things are never so bad with us but
they might be worse.
Our American Thanksgiving Day was
celebrated during the second winter the
Plymouth colonists spent in the New
World. The first winter had killed
nearly half of the members of the
colony. But new hopes grew with the
abundant corn harvest in the summer
of 1621. Governor Bradford decreed
that December 13, 1621, be set aside as
a day of feasting and prayer, to show
the gratitude of the colonists to God for
health and food.
Thanksgiving Day soon spread from
Plymouth to other New England
colonies. Finally, in 1863, President
Lincoln issued a proclamation setting
aside the last Thursday of November in
that year "as a day of thanksgiving and
praise to our beneficent Father." In
1941 Congress pled that the fourth
Thursday of l'ibenaber would be ob-
served as Thanksgiving Day and would
be a legal holiday. Chnstian influence
in America has brought about this
national holiday, that we observe as
Thanksgiving. Every day to the
Christian should he a day of
thanksgiving, but most especially the
fourth Thursday of November.
I. The Importance of Thankaghrial.
- .ttTOPgivittLitens
prevailing prayer. Phil. 4:6. .
- Secend-, the giving of thanks is vUafly
connected. with acceptable praise to
God. Ps. 92:1-2, Heb. 13:15.
Third, thanksgiving is associated
with sound doctrine. Co. 2:7.
Fourth, it is required in Magnifying
God. Ps, 69:30,. Ps. 100:4.
Fifth, the Scriptures exhort ue-to
render thanks to God. Ps. 105:1 Ps,
50:14, Ps. 30:12, Col. 3:15
Why don't we begin now by thanking
God for all His benefits and blessings?
Jesus gave us the supreme example
in thanksgiving in His ministry. Matt.
11:25, 26:27, John 11:41.
H. Things We Should Be Thankful
for.
The, world could not contain the lists
of the things for which we ought to be
thankful.
First, we should be thankful for the
Person of God. Ps. 106:1-2.
Second, iie should be thankful that He
is Sovereign. I Qua-on. 29:11.
Third, we should be thankful for His
mercy. Ps. 136:1-3, Ps 23:6.
III. Spiritual Blessings*.
First, we should be thankful for
eternal salvation. John 5:24
Second, we should thank God for the
gift of His Son. John 3:16, Isa 9 fi. II
Cor. 9:15, Rom. 8:32.
Third, we should thank God for wit-




This lesson incorporates all of the
laws in the requirement to love_ God
supremely and our fellowmen
genuinely.
Matthew 22:34-40
The enemies of Christ did not become
discouraged and quit working against
Him, His-cause, and His followers when
they suffered a defeat at His hands.
Although the Pharisees, Herodians, and
Sadducees had suffered a severe
 rebuff, they proceeded immediately to
make another attack on Christ. They
decided to enter a realm where the
Pharisees thought they knew about all
that was to be known, the rearm of the
Jewish law. To facilitate matters, they
selected a brilliant young lawyer to ask
the Lord Jesus a question about the law.
_Acting as spokesman for the hostile
Pharisees, he inquired of Christ as to
which of the commandments was the
greatest or the most important.
What he asked is the primary
question for every man, namely,
"Which is the greatest commandment
in the law? 'Our Lord's answer to that
young lawyer's question is the ultimate
answer to all in every age.
Just as in the other problem with
reference to tribute money, Christ
- again showed that man's responsibility
is twofold: first to God, and second to
his ,fellowmen. The law deals with
man's relationship to God and his
relatielnship to man. Christ placed love
to God first, and love for man second.
Man's first duty is to God, and his
second duty is to his fellowmen. It is the
Fourth, we should thank (;oci for the duty of every man to love God with that
victory over sin. I Cor. 15:57. love whichcontroLs the whole being and
IV The Ministry of His Word. without any reservation. He must put
How thankful we should be that we God first in everything. His claims are
live ,in a- land which has churches, always supreme. In his memorable
Bibles, ministers, hymnbooks. tracts, replY to the lawyer, Christ set forth the
religious papers' arid religious books. In heart of true religion arel the substance
many parts of the world this is not...the of right living. Only the one who loves
case.,
.,..- 3aEleotbritILIkiditheartiglitt Ole X_- tot. lltril'asif-riskveverr thirlur 0,- love his nelebbrir as himself. Such love





Having been delivered from bondage
In Egypt, the Israelites were jour-
neying toward the land which God had
promised to their ancestors. They had
not 'forgotten how they would have
preferred that the Egyptians had
treated them while they were sojour-
ning in Egypt. Knowing-that strangers
frOrn other lands would be in the land t6
which the Israelites were journeying,
God instructed them as to the treat-
ment which He wanted them to give
these foreigners whom they would meet
after their arrival. Inasmuch as they
had been the recipients of the divine
love, mercy, forgiveness, and blessing,
God let them know that He was ex-
pecting them to be the channel through
which His blessings might flow to those
who would be strangers in their midst.
Any improper treatment at the hands of
the Israelites 'would make it far more
difficult for them to be reached and won
to God.
Deuteronomy 6:4-5
Jehovah, the God of Israel, is the one
true and living God, and unlike all of the
gods made by man. His supremacy
must he acknowledged. He must be
loved with all the heart, soul, and
might. All the capacities for thought,
feeling, devotion, and energy must be
centered on God. He wants His people
to love Him with their whole beings. He
absolutely refuses to allow anyone to
Place Him on an equality with other
gods. Of course, it is understood that
what it-in the heart will be expressed
through the lips and will be demon-
strated in the life. The command to
'love the Lord thy God with all thine
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all
thy might' is the greatest com-
mandment that Moses ever penned
Willi the totality of our being we must
_tress our,40ve forilat Them la,..no-
pfailiir a ded allegiance on the
pad of God's children.
Looking Back
l&Y ears Ago
Airman Richard A. Dillard, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Royal Dillard, hat
completed basic training it Lacklaaid
AFB, Texas, and has been assigned to
Sheppard AFB, Texas.
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Miles has been
invited to be a guest lecturer at a
Conference of Baptist Pastors,
Missionaries, and Church Leaders from
throughout 'Northern New York at
Syracuse, N. V-.-,-Nov. 28 to V.
Dr. Richard W. Farrell, chairman of
the Murray State University Fine Arts
Department, will represent the
university at the annual meeting of the
National Association of Schools' of
M-usic at Washington, D. C., Nov. 25 to
27.
The Murray Civitan Club has started
its annual sale of fruit cakes, according
to Hoyt Roberts and Hardirnan Nix, co-
chairmen for the sale.
Mrs. Gaylord Forrest spoke on
"Patriotism" at the 41st birthday party
of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club, held Nov.
21-at the-Murray Woman's Club .
20 Years:Ago,
A power interruption in the city of
Murray yesterday morning was for the
purpose of the Tennessee Valley
Authority to renovate the Murray Sub-
Station by installing new transformers
and other equipment, according to E. S.
Ferguson, superintendent of the
Murray Electric System.
The Boy Scouts of Troop 45 will hold
their annual used toy roundup tonight.
These toys will be repaired and given to
needy children of Murray and Calloway
County.
Nineteen 4-H Clubs have been
organized in Murray and Calloway
County this school year, according to
the Calloway County Extension Ser-
vice.
Evelyn A. Bradley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. C. J. Bradley of Murray, is
enrolled in the Graduate School of Arts
and Sciences, and Charles Dunn
Scarborough, son of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Scarborough of Murray, is enrolled in
the School bf Medicine, both at
Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.
In high school basketball games New' ..
Concord beat Kirksey by the score of 78
to 74. Joe Green got 20 points for New --
Concord and Coleman Reeder got 23
points for Kirksey.
30 Years Ago
First grade students at Murray High
School will begin going to school full
time on Nov. 29, according to W. Z
.earter, superintendent of Murray City
Schools. The half day schedule has been
in effect due to the large number of first
grade students and the individual at-
tention needed at the first of the school
year.




Deaths "reported include Mrs Arlie
(Harriett) Jonas.
Bob Wade., son of Mr, elid Ws. R. L. 
Wade, is a student at the Southwestern
University, Memphis, Tenn. -
In high school basketball gamy
Murray Training School Colts beat
Golconda, Ill., by the score of 25 to 23
Tim O'Brien is the Murray coach
Magness was high scorer for Murray
_and. Bowman for Golconda, it
Funny World
Two old caterpillers humped slowly
along the ground when suddenly
butterfly flittered by above there. The
first old caterpillar nudged his friend
and said, "You'll never get me up in one
of them things."
Bible Thought
And the Lord said unto Gideon. The
people that are with thee are too
for me to give the Midianttes into
hands, lest Israel vaunt themselves
against me, saying, Mine own hand
bath saved me. - Judges 7:2.
How often we give ourselves credit
for our courage when it is given us of
the Lord. Humbleness is also God's gift,
pray that we exercise it rather than
"vaunt" ourselves,.._
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shortly before dawn on
Thanksgiving- Day, was
greeted by a prayer read by
the base chaplain. Volunteer
airmen moved the bodies from
the planes to the morgue.
Shuler said the bodies would
be identified before they are
cleaned or embalmed. He
urged relatives of cultists to
send the State Department
records which might help with
the identification process —
pictures, fingerprints, X-rays
or dental charts.
Shuler said 174 of the bodies
had been tentatively identified
iri the Jonestown, Guyana,
camp where they died.
Officials also found about 800




Bader, said families of the
victims must pay to transport
the bodies for _bitrjit/ 41 their 
hometowns. She • said
unidentified or unclaimed
bodies would be buried in the




Who Was Set Ablaze
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Three neighbors are being
credited with saving the life of
a Louisville man after sparks
from his cigar set him on fire.
Bartholomew McLaughlin,
68, who is confined to a
wheelchair, was critically
burned, according to Maj.
Kenneth Braun of the
Louisville Fire Department.
Yicki Wheatley, p, who
lives in the same apartment
building, heard someone
-yelling for help:" She then
ran out the front door and saw
McLaughlin in flames.
"W4n I saw that Mr.
McLaughlin was on fire, I
broke the lock to the screen
door and rammed my
shoulder through the locked
( glass) door, rushing to him,"
she said. "I then grabbed a
rug off the floor, trying to put
out the fire on his head and
shoulders."
Other neighbors heard Miss
Wheatley screaming. Billy
Y.oling; 22, and Joseph
Lampkin, 77, lifted
McLaughlin. from his
w ee c ,ir aliTniunlinion the _
"t;a-cause the-Air Force did not 17-1;-4447-4-MtlgiRICULfier --"F "--
Wheatlelry put out the flameshave enough for all 408 bodie..4`,
'SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION Shuler said.
The arrivals were handled
 tn an asssrnmy-line. fashion 
The first plane, which arrived
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
 Box 3 0_7tMurr4y,,KY 42071
1r1664 16s if;0 SOS
( lb* -1100 S 2 9 9
•
40- Sirloin steak, four
golden-fried shrimp mates,
potato, Stockade Toast.
-_Thursday thru Saturday this month,
lunch or dinner!
-IOpen or add to before December 31 and receive Tex
deferred benefits on your 1978 Income Tax Return.
"The place where thousands are saving millions"
By PATRICK BRPSLIN
Associated Press Writer
_ DOVER AIR FORCE
BASE, Del. (AP) — The body
of the Rev. Jim Jones —
positively identified by the
FBI — lay side by side with
those of a growing number of
his followers today in the chill
of a military morgue.
The decomposing corpses of
more than half of the 408
Peoples Temple followers who
died in a mass cult suicide in
Guyana were returned to the
United States by early today,
but the grisly task of iden7
tifying and cleaning the bodies
remained.
The C-141 Air Force cargo
planes carrying the bodies
were scheduled to arrive
throughout the day. By_early
morning, four planes bearing
270 bodies hail landed atIthe
base, which military
spokesmen said was the only
morgue in the country
equipped to handle the -large
number of casualties.
Air Force spokesmen said
two more flights would be
required to complete the
airlift.
Maj. Brigham Shuler, chief
press officer for the base, said
Jones' adopted daughter had
been notified of the iden-
tification. He said the State
Department had raised the
issue of an autopsy of Jones'
 reinauts with the woman, who
was not identified.
However, Charles Carson,
mortuary officer at the base,
said no autopsies would be
performed here.
Former Peoples Temple
members had said the body
might not be Jones' because
he sometimes had look-alikes
to stand in for him in
dangerous situations.
But three hours after the
second plane arrived,
carrying a body in an
aluminum case labeled "13B"
and "Rev. Jimmie Jones," the
FBI announced the iden-
tification was official.
, FBI Director William
Webster, in a statement, said
Q e FBI disaster squad had
positively identified the body
as that of James Warren
. Jones, based on fingerprints
supplied by Los Angeles
police:
The bodies were taken from
the aluminum cases used for
the flight and lined up in their
plastic bags to await iden-
tification. The cases were
PADUCAH:ICY_
CITY BRUSH PICK-UP
NOV. 27 DEC. 8
To Have Your
Brush Picked Ur.
1. Have your brush by the street before first day of area's pick-up (Nov.
V)
2. Limbs must be stacked with cut end at street side, and no longer than 5
ft.
3. Logs: No larger than 6 inches in diameter or longer than 2 feet
\ No Phone Calls Pleats! Each Street Will Be Picked Up
L "The people who put the fire
out on the man, in all
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S EXCEPT FROM MIDNIONTsarmi.).y 'OIL It A.M. SUNDAY
SHOP WHIN IT IS CONSIMIDIT POO VOW
TNT Atttittif, ife6441 & TAMS
HOME FEDERAL
hM.ING.S ANI) WAN .-\SS4k1A114,
1.2th & Main -Murray.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
9k :•ohmaniq
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books
Caroler of Square I,. sr,,,.• 753-7222








Kemplent Astwiestie Iressinissise SOAK,*
vireo, End Aligenimot
. 
*UMW, Tose-.p bpi. Service
WA S 70 •
Ilindloiter IL Auto Glass Service
751.1751










I Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal















Ski Boat and Pontoon Real Rental*
Ky. Lake State Park P. 474-2245
Ktatlielreli Med Citiekliji



















U&Monis. II. W Worship
Evening Won* : pm.






















NEW MT. CARAIR MISSIONARY
Idoraing Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening airship 7 00 p m
MINT BAPTIST
Meraisig Worship 11 00 in.
EvenintWorship 6 lip m
CNERIT CORNER
Morning Weeship 11 00a in
Fverung Worship 7 00 p m
ILM GIMVII BAPTIST
E•vening Warship •\ 












Morning Worship 11 Aaiun.
Evening Worship 5 30 p m &6 110 p in.











































n. ANN BAPT/ST 0111110I
111~forithip III 46 am
eatilifyidind 9.30 a m
DEPTER BAPTIST CRUROI







South 12th St. • Murray

















MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Rood Phone 753-1311
Preo4terig Service
Nightly Service 6 p.m.
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
Every Valley Shall Be Exalted
I.
(kali (mar. 4054)
ihank, .14116131.1.11 & liel)eolBe
ri b
kmak is newlea• I. his prophecy of • hlossusli Jut !snots arts how
id•  worid lorry el 414 1..4 this loskiassistig acroosit WI Isaiah, I hossist
40 Ltiperionos what Nmodal • • peopar to hest this ourwrie of hop.
Church of Christ
NEW novena
Morning Wo re:up • 11 :Ram.
Evening Worship 11:311p.m.
LINMIWITY
Morning Worship 111:38 tbs.
Evening Worattip 4:111p.in
GREEN PLAIN
Faber Study • 10a m
Worship Service 10 45 a.m. 6 p m
Wed Worship 7 30 p.m
MST WURILAT






Worship Service • 30:40
Evening Worship 11:410 p.m.
gni carcase
morning service 10.50 a.m










landa) Sc hoot 10: Nam.
• Warship 12111-asii-
,Itembig Worship 7:00 pm.
• Wodasiday Evening 7 01 p.m.
Christian
RUT MISISTIAN
Worship Services 10.65 a m CIO p.m.
6161111AT 0118STIAN FELLOWSIMP
Worship 10.36am
Bible School II 30 am
Evening Berner 600pm.
01111131 Of NSW CUNT
Of LATTM DAY wan
Woodman of Word Bldg.
Bioday School 10.46 am.
Evening Service 4:31 p.m.
ST. LEO CAT-IN/DC
ONEROI
=aktaaalla m Ilarn,430pmy Maas 6 30 p m
ammo soma
mown










Morning worship II naln.
WHIM DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat. 10.11am.




Sunday School 9:45 a .m
Morrung Worship - 10-45 a m
fil Y P S Worship 5 15 p m
Evening Worship 6 CO p m
Wednesday Worstup 7 00 p m
1.001S1 Gaon arum
Morning Worship ,1 00 • m
Sunday School 10 00 a.m
Evening Worship 5 30 p.m




%May School 11:00 • m
Worship Service 11 00 a m
NOUN PLILASAIIT seen
Sunday School 9:45 sm.
Worship Service 11:1111a.m.
OAK Glove
Sunday School 10:10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,,7 pm.
WANT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11:111a.w.
Evening Worship . I 7:40p.m. TIMM MU mils NININNN,
Sy WSW vi:N Las - Fran moment isonoroveb.ivorotrip WO a.m.
MansinalPiriiiip 11 :111 4 in. Oserch School 9:10 SM. 11.11.., - ---Nifi- a*. ------ -winos
---•";•%668---rls6t.. fitleekiffirBible • •1300 MINKS 011APIL menuo..m.wo . 10:50 Sonde,' School 10:09 am
P.M_ Wordip 6:00 AL= MINTS -Morning Worship 11:00am
Mid-Weidr ' 7:11or Morning Worship II Oa im. • . LYNN GOOVE
CO Evening Worship M A111 7111"' Worahip Service 5:45 amiloadopWorship. - ---3P-Saam. WNW IIIW CANICeell-------Clitret Schist 10742ra rnEvening Weil* COO pin Sunday Schonl ieleasse•
111111SIT MIMI . Worship Services II 00 a.m., 6-00 pm.
Of 01111ST , C.ALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School la: m a fn. Sznizda pSchwal WM am.
Honing Worship 10 50 a m. Swam 11.10 a..ni., 7.31 pm.




Bible Study it) 60 m
Morning Worehip 11 00 A in
Evening Worship 5 OS p m








Sunday School It CO a m
Morning Worship II Mam
Sunday Everung 7 00 p.m
Thurs Mite 7.40p.m
SWIM, 310 WIAN AVL
Saasday School 1001 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 pm
MAIMS 011APIL
Sunday School • 10 00 a.m
Worship Service ' 11 oo a. m
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
nest ONTO
Sundsy Moretti p 10 00 a m. & 7:W pin.
Then. & Slurs 7:00p.m.










Go To Church Sunday.'
Randy Thornton Service Co.
C lliietimg Commercial Ilefropirmie.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Tiny Tot Day Care








vompt.a6staip, -Grouses 1..P ilaff Wets.
Top %nary had Cars
Plow 7534441
Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312
COMPLIMENTS -
Paschall Truck Lines
RI. 4 . 7E34717-
•
41111 1,40r..a)
Service 8 Soles Parts
Mowers Tillers Chain Saws
Hwy. 94 East 753-0400
Farmer's Grain &
Seed Company




Flowers For All Occasions
Fuleral Arrangements - House Plants






Sunday. School 10:00 am  
PALEST= MTH)




sonday School 10:30 a.m.
arrdoefIRMINNO WW1
Worship :
grodsy ModHo10am.  
111111PINNIKI MIMS
Sunday &Mod 10:00 a m
Morning Worship 11..01 a .m
OMIT VIM
Ainidiqr School 11110 a .rn
NIseniginarshic niess.m
. leveidai Wenhip 7700pm.
COLDWATER OPTS
Worship Service 11:01 am. Litt A 2nd
Sunday,w   10:00 am. 3rd & Sunday
10:00 a.m. 1st & 3nd Sunday, 11:111
am 3ril & 4th Sunday
Keel Purchase Tire
Timor Cameepiets The Service Gator










(lurch School 10:00 am
Worailp Service 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service's: Worship I:TO p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY CAPS CAMPONSIIII
worship Service 11:10 am
AilpCody Loyett-Ovroor -
_
res-E 5,'aint 753-35711/Nel/PS WRICAti SERVICE
Ton loses -Mechanic
DEXTER-NAM:10N UNITS
Sunday School 10 -00 a.m.
Worship 11:00 a.m., 6.00 p.m.
MT. 1111111011
Worship Service 1000 a.m. lit Sunday &
11.00 am. 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
11:00 a m. lst Sunday - 10: 00 am. 2nd.




-00 a.m. 2nd Sunday.
11:00 a m 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning services 10:46 am
BEM UNWED
Morning Worship 9 30 a .m
Sunday Scho:: I 10.30am
1st & 3rd Sunday Night ' 6 00 inn
MOOR'S CRANE UNITED
Sunday School io.otain
Morrung Worship 11 00 am
2nd & eth Sunday Slight 7 GO p m
SOWN PLEASANT GeoVI
Sunday School 1: 46 a DIMorning Worship /1-41 ismEvening 7.00 p.m.
STOUT'S CNAPtt INIITN







403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen S. Seers, Gen. Monogr
Serving Droves, Calloway, Marsha Carlisle Camt*II N I sod
,N•qtry C... Torn
753-4351 or 247-4350
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
. . • on 11%118 at Aurora. _____Pc474.4207




Love is Love's Reword
Captain ifs
111 N. 12th 753-9313
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertlizer Needs"
103 Maple - 753-1933
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Ovafity Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and tarry Hale
5117 Sn 19th 153-1114
1 5 'Ye eIIcpMEDICARE
DISCOUNT v•1
The Prescription Specialists"







Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION ' 
Highest Cash Pii7ór Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans




Sunda, knots - 11 to 2
MI South 753-5906
Gallimore's Restaurant





Ferry so Hwy. 611
Aware, Ry. 474-2214
Authorized Nett:miser Sales Service
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN All YEAR
Tops &Jeans For the Family .
Hwy. U. Aswan - 474-1111.11
_ - fittsilookifilidy Mix Cei- ---t
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Comore,
East Main Street 753-3540
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
tare,ng Form faintleas Since 1936
Iniiiiitrioi Rd
inninammore 
, 641 Super Shell
tree Pickup 8. Delivery
Opea 6,10 e.n. Clore 11:00 p.n.
Swann Op.. 8:10... Clou 10 lip.
Sant 1316.Phew 253-0131
"FIREPLACE


















































































rned 10 lettermen from
ast year's 20-8 basketball
m, but three days before
team takes on Murray
ate in the Racers season
opener, a disappointed
Bulldog co,ach Dwain Farmer
poke of his team's fortunes
thus far.
-I expected us to be 3-0 at)
;this point," Farmer said by
:pllofle Today. instead,
:Wesleyan has lost its first
;three games — to in over-
),
_
• By the Associated Press
• LOUISVILLE — Perfect
ascots will be on the line




doubleheader in the Kentucky
(high school football playoffs.
Mayfield, 12-0 this year and
tding a 25-game winningeak in search of its second
tstraight Class AA title, meets
time.— heading into the four-
team Rotary Classic tonight in
Lenoir City, Tenn., against
Maryville College,
The Bulldogs fell to
, Southern Benedictine (Ala.)
97-96, to Union University
(Tenn.) 115-104 and to
Belmont College ( Tenn.) 84-
Two of Wesleyan's top
players suffered injuries and
have missed much of the
season thus far. Ed Taylor, an
All-American at HiWassee
Junior College in Madison- Wesleyan,
vile, Tenn., last season, was enrollment of
sidelined with a twisted ankle
Guard Jimmy Bryant, whose
22-point average led all fresh- •
man scorers in NAIA com-
petiton last season, missed
action due to fractured ribs.
But Farmer expects both to be
healthy for Monday's 7:30
p.m. contest at University
Fieldhouse.
Besides serving as head
coach, Farmer is also sports
information director and
athletic director at the tiny
university in Athens. Tenn 
third-ranked Somerset in one
of the title games at Eastern
Kentucky_ University's
Hanger Field in Richmond,
Ky.
In the other championship
game Friday, Paintsville, 11-
0, goes for the Class A title
against defending champion
Fort Campbell, 10-3 and
ranked third. .




Murray State men's basketball vs Tennessee Wesleyan;
7:30 p.m., University Fieldhouse; general admission, $3
and $2.
Calloway County girls basketball (24) vs St.
Jeffrey Gymnasium; preliminary, 6 p.m.
Tuesday
Calloway County boys basketball (1-1) vs Farmington;
Jeffrey Gymnasium; preliminary, 6 p.m. •
Murray High boys basketball (0-0) vs Trigg County;
Cadiz, Ky.; preliminary, 6 p.m. -
Thursday -.-
Murray State women's basketball (14) vs East Ten-
nessee; Johnson City, Term.
Calloway County girls basketball vs Fulton City; • Jef-
frey Gyinnasiwn.
Murray High Tiger football banquet; 'Colonial House
Smorgasbord, 6:30 p.m.; public invited; featured
speaker: Murray State football coach Mike Gottfried.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
• TRADE WITH
151-5213 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A -
NEW OR USED CAR
Richmond is scheduled for
Saturday afternoon, when No.
2 Russell of State AAA goes for
the championship against
unranked Woodford County.
Both clubs carry 10-3 records
into the game.
Two Class AAAA games are
also on tap Friday. No. 3
Louisville St. Xavier meets
unranked Stuart in the Jef-
ferson County final in
Louisville while, in Lexington,
Franklin County battles
Lexington Tates Creek for the
State AAAA title.
The winners of those two
Class AAAA games will meet
in Louisville on Dec. 2 to
decide the Class AAAA
championship.
• Mayfield earned a title shot
with • playoff victories over
fifthranked Glasgow (7-3) and
Fort Knox (28-7). Somerset
has had little trouble so far,
blasting Middlesboro. 31-0 in
the opening round and burying Saturday At Rlelussind
Class AAA Fins!previously unbeaten Pikeville --   vs Woodford Co (10-3 r, 1
40-8 last weekend.
Paintsville, which won by
substantial margins
throughout the regular
season, rolled to a 2741, win
over Pineville in firstround
competition but had trouble
posting a 7-0 win over Beech-
ood.-1Ast Amis.,  Fort Cara,
Oc.C1 ifft4if-ONfret--
- -
teams in playoff competition advanced to th semifinals in
— 14-7 over No. 2 Tom- Italy's $.50,000 international
pkinsville and 20-13 over No. 4  tournament_ - 
—Richmond Madison. McEnroe easily - downed
Russell has been impressive Karl Meiler of West Germany
in its playoff outings-, crushing- -6.1; r.4.
previously unbeaten and 
member of the Volunteer
State conference, made up of
small Tennessee colleges.
The game experience that
Wesleyan already has under
its belt is what worries
Murray State_ coach Ron
Greene the most. They are a
good shooting team, and their
kids already know what game
pressure is," said Greene.
Only five of the 15 Racer
players were on last year's
team, but two have chances of
starting. John Randall, a 6-8
Torwara wno averaged eight
points a game last season, is a
probable starter, as are
topranked Breathitt County
27-8 and blanking Jessamine
County 18-0. Woodford County
dumped Shelby County 24-7
and Franklin-Simpson 24-15.
The State AAAA final
matches two unlikely sur-
vivors. Tates Creek carries a
7-6 record into the game after
two stunning upsets in as
many weeks. Tates Creek
slipped by No. 2 Lexington
Lafayette 17-14 in the opening
round and then edged Boyd
County 14-13 last week.
Fridey
Jeff ems Co Real
Al Lewisville
St Xavier (11-2 r vs Stuart r 10-3 r, II p.m.
State AAAA Final
- At Lestagtan








Mayfield (1)41 vs Samerset 9-2.' 2 30
P.m
Dec 2 At Louisville "
(lass AAAA Flail
State AAAA winner vs Jefferson Co
AAAA winner, 1 p.m
The pain of sciatica is so
excruciating that sufferers
cannot even find relief by
confining themselves to
bed. Pains in the low back
and the backs of the legs
results from inflammation
of the large sciatic nerve.
This in tua can be due to
spinal misalignment and
imbalance which causes a
patient to lean to one side.
Leaning produces only a
greater spina) imbalance
and more inflammation.
The more a ptient tri& to
ignore the condition, the
greater his spinal im-
balance and ultimately his
Pais,
Correction of the cause of
the spinal imbalance which
often accomplished
through chiropractic can
result in a cure for the con-
dition.
newcomers Allen Mann (6-6
Junior rward), Mike
Diederick M-10 junior center)
and Roy Taylor (6-5 senior
guard).
The other guard spot will be
filled by David Lowry (5-11
sophomore), Bobo Jackson (6-
2 senior) or Harvey McNeal
(5-11 junior). Lowry and
Jackson are returnees, while
McNeal is a transfer from
Phillips County Junior
College.
"I expect our kids to be 
nervous, but I think that's a
good sign," said Greene, who
also makes his debut as the
Racer head coach, "It _ shows_
that they care about Murray
State."
Greene expects Wesleyan to
operate primarily from a 1-2-2
zone on defense and fast break
a good deal on offense. The
Racers will go man-to-man on
defense. "We'll try to go with
it on offense when we have the
opportunity, and set it up and
work for the good shot when
we don't," said Greene.
Probable starters for
Tennessee Wesleyan include
Taylor, Bryant, 6-4 Carl
Shivers, 6-6 David Ellis and 5-
11 Doug Armstrong.
"From what I hear, what
you see Wesleyan on one night
isn't necessarily what you will
see on another night," Greene
said. Farmer enters his/44th
season with a 225-178 /Career
won-lost record.
Murray has nev lost to the
Bulldogs. It leads the series 4-
0, with the last' meeting bet-
ween the two in 1975.
In addition to a new team,
Racer fans will see a new
fieldhouse — or at least one
with,/ a ,facelift. The Arena
features new paint and a four-
. Aided scoreboard.
Roy Taylor is defensed by Robert Kelly in last week's Blue Gold game. Taylor, who scored 14
points in the contest, will be a probable starter at guard when Murray State opens its season at
.7:30 p.m. Monday in the Sports Arena. SUM photo by Tony Wilson
—Peoples Bank -money-maercerfificates are non-negotiable time deposits.
These certificates have a 6 month maturity 1112 slaysi.ihe minimum deposit_-__
amount is $10,000, but deposits may be made in any amount of $10,000 or more._ —
Interest's compounded daily and paid at maturity. The interest rate is subject to
change at maturity. This 8.99% rate is effedive on certificates purchased from now
through November 29.
WE HAVE A FULL RANGE OF OTHER CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS:
Federal law requires a substantial interest penalty on amounts withdrawn before maturity amounting to for-
feiture of 90 days interest and the redtictinn of the remaining interest to the pa ssfiriVireate.
Member FDIC
  ,,iserwmarmic.r—..... • •
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By HAL BOCK •
AP Sports Writer
Talk about your basic
showdowns, the National
Football League had two
beauties cooking for its be good enough but doesn't
Thanksgiving weekend-. seeni to be for the team's
First.on Thursday, harsh West Coast critics.
Washington and Dallas. tied at Eagles 24, Cardinals 13
8-4, went head:to-head for first That gift win Philadelphia
place in the National' Con- got from the Giants last week
, ference East, Dallas coming haiwttie Eagles on Cloud 9. Add'
away with a 37-10 victory, to that some healing injuries
Now, for Sunday, Green Bay which ought to help them end
and Minnesota, deadlocked at St. Lows' four-game win
7-5, duel for the top spot in the streak.
NEC Central. Chargers 17. Chiefs 7
The Vikes, with a string of San Diego has won four
four straight victories, were straight. If the Chargers could
poised to move on the Packers beat Minnesota on the road,
a ueek ago. But San Diego they ought to handle KanSas
torpedoed that plan, upsetting City.
/Fr stiaoesosta 13-7_at ham.. while Saints1.4..Faleons14.
lie Chiefs and should handle
the troublesome Seahawks.
Rams 34, Browns 21
Los Angeles plays well
enough to win, which ought to
ja jpreen Bay was losing. It's get-even time for New
• Last week's 10-4 and 1-1 on Orleans, which lost the first
Thanksgiving Day made the time around to Atlanta on
season's record 101-68 for .598. Steve Bartkowski's miracle
The picks: deflected pass.
Vikings 17, Packers 10 Giants 17. Bills 14
Green Bay has fallen on No laughing now. Sure, New
hard times after a 6-1 start York's lost four straight but
and the Vikes returned from the last two could have been
oblivion with ' four straight wins. Eventually, the worm
wins before losing to San has to turn.
Diego. Bucs 19, Bears 10
Patriots 31, Colts 14 Tampa Bay believes in itself
... Now that it has the AFC and that's half the fight in pro.„.,.
lead. New England could be football. Chicago still needs
tough to overtake. Baltimore some convincing.
About. Bert Jones is like a Oilers 31, Bengals 13-,-,..16
. • sf without sunshine. Is there anybody who still
Dolphins 23, Jets 14 wants to know why Houston
Without Earl Campbell to traded for the No. 1 pick in last
worry about Miami should be May's draft?
I in good shape against the Jets, Steelers 27, 49ers 17 _
'who've had a see-saw season. This one matches the AFC's
'Raiders 2'7, Seahawks 21 best record, owned by Pitt-
Seattle should have lost to sburgh against the NFC's











Dance Fri. & Sat.





The  Murray 11i9h 9iris oasiketbail team, ts, back row, from left, Kay Russell, Jinn Washer, Mtysa Griffith, Tanya Alexander,
Laurie Morgan Stacey Mobley, Stacey Curd, assistant coach Roxan Maddis and head coach Rick Fisher. In middle are'Rarlesta
cayeeff, candy itekgeff, • moo Washari Starwleam,ttewiwitiler, /Wane DerOielWavit rivettrWraiwavar, Nw haat owe twawwqwes
Karla Russell and Jennifer Pace. Not pichired is manager Kathy Walston The Tiger girls open their season Dec 4 at home against
Fulton County.
Cowboys, Lions Gobble NFL Foes
Dallas Regains NFC Lead.
By Pasting 'Skins 37-10
By the Associated Press
DALLAS Like a 'good
jockey, waiting until the
. crucial moment on the
-.backstretch, Dallas Coach
Tom Landry has applied the
whip to his National Football
League champion Cowboys.
They flew past Washington
like a thoroughbred
Thanksgiving Day in a 37-10
rout that gave the Cowboys a
game lead over -the Redskins
in the .National Conference,
Eastern Division with three
games to play.
"We were -ready to _play —
this is the be we've played.”
said Landry whose teams
characteristically flatten out
in the middle of the season
then breathe fire when it
counts, '' We were just going so
strong it would have been
difficult for any team to stop




"All you can say- is the
'Cowboys kicked the hell out of
us. I know they kicked the hell
out of me."
SEE ALL THE ACTION IN BEAUTIFUL COLOR
uasar




Dallas is 9-4 to Washington's
8-5. The Cowboys, should the
teams again fall into a tie,
have an insurmountable
tiebreaker edge over the
Redskins.
Dallas jumped on
Washington with 13 first-
quarter points — the most for
the Cowboys in the opening 15
minutes this year — then
pounded the scrambling
Redskins in revenge for an
earlier 9-5 loss to Washington.
Rafael Septien kteitedthree
field goals and reserve
fullback Scott Laidlaw rushed
for 122 yards on 16 carries,
scoring twice, as the Cowboy
offense purred.
Mark Moseley's 44yard
field goal and Theismann's
late 16-yard touchdown pass to
tight end Jean Fugett was al}.
Washington could muster.
The Dallas defense, which
sacked Theismann four times,
didn't allow Washington a first
down „until Cliff Harris was_
flagged for interference late in with Oakland in the AFC west.
the second quarter. 'The Broncos'_„next game is at
Dallas led 20-0 at halftime as Oakland..
-'Staubach, who scrambled Detroit, at least until
seven tirnes when he didn't Sunday. climbed out of a tie
English Spells Trouble
As Broncos Edged 17-14
PONTIAC, Mich. — EInglish
settlers celebrated the first
Thanksgiving 357 years ago.
Thursday at the Pontiac
Silverdome _it was Doug
English doing most of the
celebrating.
He led the Plymouth
Rockhard Detroit defensive
line that sacked Denver
quarterback Craig Morton six
times as the Lions defeated
the Broncos, 17-14, in their
nationally televised National
Football League game.
English, a fifth-year fickle
from Texas, where he was an
All-American, tackled Morton
four times behind the line of
scrimmage. He and his
linemates — rookie Al
"Bubba" Baker, John
Woodcock and Dave Pureifory
harrassed Morton con-
tinually to key the upset over
the defending American
Conference champion.
The loss dropped Denver to
8-Sand out of a first-place tie
oj
_the-_-_-_.sentral division of the
-''F17t77:;7. ttr;'"Wgrf6frit—C6dree"e:A„
lions, who have four their
The
Pearson that put the game
away. Pearson sneaked lasksix, lifted their 
record to 5-
a
Joe- Let vent.101 'IL- --
caught the raciarguided spiral -Doug 
English got a game
ball," said Detroit Coachthe Redskins _9 and jaw
-Tvroiiiitrark. "He was Captain--loafed into the end zone in the
today, indicating what I think
of him."
The sacks lifted Detroit's
league-leading total to 48.
Denver gained 128 yards
rushing and 105 passing. It
was the first -time in seven
games-the Broncos didn't go
game's most spectacular
play.
"It was just a rotten day,"
said Theisrnann. "When you
get 20 points down, there is no
mystery what you have to do
— you have to throw the
football. And those guy& just
tee off and when those four
guys up front want to play
football, there is nobody like
them in the NFL. There is no
two ways about it. YOU kid




By Tbe Aseseitibei Press
Americas Oereare
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Kansas City 2 10 0 167
Nattaaal Oullerrorr
East
Dallas 9 I o Pei
Westengton 8 5 0 416
Philadelphia 7 5 0 583
NY Giants 5 7 0 417
St Inuits 4 8 0 111
Central
illenente 7 5 0 5111
Green Bey 7 5 0 513
Muni' 731/F _ # -7- 9 - 417
Detroit 11 1 6 314
Mean° 4 8 4 333
West
1.e4 Anireles 10 1 0 633























New Orleans 6 7 0 417 211 VI
San Fronelaro 1 11 0 083 171 991
Iterwley's Gaines
Detroit 17, Denver 14
Dallas 37, Waitengtan 10
Ilaselay's Games
Ida Angeles at Cleveland
New York (Hants at Buffalo
New' York leU at stunn
New OrIeene at Atlanta
Cineinnsta etjimartnn
Minnesota at Green Bsi
Pb1111#86611a at St loins
Isafigeww4 Swam Cei
Mope Ray at rhirign
itissaassOwati-
Seattle at Oakland • -
14enewre Omni






By the Associated Press
Southern Cal Coach John
Robinson has had no trouble
getting his third-ranked
Trojans psyched up for
Saturday's game against
eighth-rated Notre Dame.
"We were embarrassed in
South Bend last year and we
still have vivid memories of
that," said Robinson,
referring to the 49-19 pasting
the ' Irish inflicted on the
Trojans a year ago. ''The
tradition of this game is also
second to none. Then there's
the fact it's on national
television.
"There are enough reasons
for us to try like heck to play
our best game of the year."
The Trojans are 9-1 and will
represent the Pacifie-10 in the
Rose Bowl. They still harbor
-Nefiewler-a national (tarn-
over 300 yards.
Denver Coach Red Miller
was upset.
"We knew we had to win this
game," he said. Now our title  
chances hinge on what we do
against Oakland. The Lions
didn't surprise us defensively.
We knew 1, they could do
up front and they did it."
Rick Kane and Horace King
scored Detroit's touchdowns
on plunges in the first and
fourth quarters to conclude
drives of 90 and 77 yards.
-Benny Ricardo booted a 19-
yard field goal in the third
periodafter a Morton fumble.
' Denver's scoring came on
10-yard pass from Morton to
tight end Riley Odoms to tie
the game in the first period
and a 2-yard run in the third
quarter by Wisconsin rookie
Larry Canada that gave the
Broncos their only lead, 14-10.
Ph.1502) 759-4466
decision over second-ranked
Alabama earlier this season.
Top-rated Penn State puts
its unbeaten streak on the line
today against 15th-ranked
Pittsburgh, 8-2. Penn State is
headed for the Sugar Bowl,
Pitt for the Tangerine Bowl.
Alabama, off this weekend,
closes out its regular season
against Southeastern Con-
ference rival Auburn on Dec.
2. A victory will send the
Crimson Tide into the Sugar
Bowl against Penn State.
Notre Dame has won eight
in a row since dropping its
first two games and is headed
for the Cotton Bowl. The Irish
rely on the passing of - Joe
Montana and the running of
Vagas Ferguson and Jerome
Heavens. Ferguson has
already gained a school-
record 1,160 yards in 200
carries this season.
Southern Cal has a brilliant
runner of its own in tailback
Charles White, who has gained
1,403 yards on 274 carries this
season and is the leading
ground-gainer in Pac-10
history with 3,739 career
yards.
"It's a typical USC team,"
said Notre Dame Coach Dan
Devine, "big, fast and difficult
to stop at this point."
Michigan, ranked sixth, can
gain the Big 10 berth in the
Rose Bowl by winning its
traditional match-un -
Michigan, 9-1, is a one-
touchdown favorite even
though the game is being
played in Columbus, Ohio.
In other major games
Saturday, No. 5 Houston at-
tempts to lock up the South-
west Conference berth in the
Cotton Bowl by beating Texas
Tech, No. 9 Texas plays at
Baylor, South Carolina is at
10th-ranked and Gator Bowl-
bound Clemson, No. 11
Arkansas is at Southern
Methodist, Iowa plays at No.
14 Michigan State and Indiana









DR. TOM L. WAGNER
759-4466 ( Ans. Sem'. )
753-1818 (Res.)
SERVICES:
Marriage & Family Counseling; Individual Personal
Counseling; Divorce Adjustment Counseling; Tension
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Six Stearnex power jets
penetrate to ground-in dirt and
old shampoo. yet are harmless
to,..carpet fibers
c?..;Stearnex solutions work




carpet cleaner location neatest you call, r zbserarisairt
telephone number below; hoe System. es .,,er
Reg. Price
Now
:3' Powerful Stearnex suction
draws dirt and solution into
plastic tube—so you can see
when carpet is thoroughly dean
Restores fibers to upright
position And your carpet
dries quickly
DO it yourself and saves
Rent a.Steamex It's as simple
to use 26 a vacuum Gives
professional results Freshen
* and beautify your carpet Add
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Winford Claiborne To Speak Here
Sunday At The University Church
Winford Claiborne of
Dalton, Ga., will be the guest
speaker at the morning
worship service of the
University Church of Christ on
Sunday, Nov. 26.
Claiborne received the
degree from Freed-Ha rdeman
College in 1946, his master's
degree in public school ad-
ministration at Murray State
University, and has completed
additional studies at Andrews
University, Berrin Springs,
Mich., and at the University of
Georgia. He is presently
enrolled in a graduate
program at Harding Graduate
School of Religion, Memphis.
The guest speaker has been




Christian College, and the
Alabama School of Religion.
From 1954 to 1957, he served
as president of Georgia
Christian. He has been
president of the Transouth
Majestic House
Mon.-Sat. 11:00 a.m. to Midnight
Sunday 1100 -10:00






ALL OF OUR PIZZA ITEMS ARE PREPARED IN OUR KIT-
CHEN BY THE OWNER HIMSELF!
GYROS
Gyros Dinner
Now With Salad Bar
Gyros Sandwich 
Salad Bar 








NOW, WE'LL ADO THAT










To Give Lecture At MSU
Ivan C. Karp, founder and tides about contemporary
director of New York City's painting and sculpture to
prestigious OK Harris Artforurn and Arts Magazine.
Gallery, will deliver a guest
artist lecture at Murray State
University on Thursday
evening. Nov. 30.
To begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
his presentation is open to the Eduardo Yacob, apublic at no admission charge., ilk Grater/lulls,
- His visit to the campus la
made possible by grants from
the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission and the National
Endowment for the Arts, in
conjunction with the
Department of Art at Murray
Stale.
Karp's background includes Hen-
stints as film editor, art critic,
and teacher. However, he has
been associated with New
York galleries since 1956. He
opened the OK Harris Gallery
in 1969.
He is a member of the
Appraisers Association of
America and has been active
in the -National Trust for
--.11kaatieal ons, the Bobby and Martha Hale.
Anonymous A r naraasy., workers-
Society„ and the Society of are provided for all services.
Industrial Archeologists. Wednesday night services




Central America, will be the
speaker at the 6:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Nov. 26, at the Poplar Spring
Baptist Church.
At the morning worship
services at 11 a.m. the pastor,
the Rev. Ronnie Adams, will
be the speaker. Paul 
derson will lead the choir and
congregation in singing with
Hazel Brandon as organist
and Janet Byerly as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with John Warren as
director, and Church Training
at 5:30 p.m. with Steve
McClure as director.
Church bus workers will be
Winford Claiborne
- Life Insurance Company and
for the past .16 years has been •
engaged in a sporting goods
business. He will soon join the
Department of Bible at Freec-
Hardeman College, Hen-
derson, Tenn.
Claiborne is well - knosn
throughout western Kentucky, •
having conducted numerous
meetings , foi Churches of
Christ while ai a student at
Murray State and in the in-
tervening years since that
time, a church. spokesman
married to the former
Mary Lou, Doron of Sedalia,
and they are the parents of
two soils,. Doron and Danny.
Danny is currently a student
at Murray State and is a
_ member of the University _
Church.
The church holds Bible
classes eacb.Sunday morning
at 9:30 a.m. Claiborne will
speak at the 10:30 a.m. wor-
ship service and Hamp W.
Brooks will speak at the
evening service at 6 p.m. The
public is cordially invited to
attend all of these services, a
church spokesman said.
MISS YOUR PAPER? -
Sebscribers wire bare eel',
received Weir Isem-delivered
cm of llt• Murrey te4ger
Timms by 5:30 p.m. 3040407
Friday or by 3:30 p.m ea Sitar -
days ere weed to call 753-1511
betweee 5:30 p.m. NW 6 p.m.,
Mamay-Fridas, oe 3:30 p.m.
NW 4 p.m. laterals, to Wm
delivery of Nee newspaper. Calls
mat Is placed by 6 p.m.
















And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you-in Murray have
called me. I hope you will. too.
Inge King 492-8348







illammiltoamenderaiy t me f:e•Iret
1.1-1721
Open Mon. Thru Sat.
' 1000 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
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INCLUDES UP TO 2 GALS.
PERMANENT ANTI-FREEZE
• Check entire cooling system.
end winterize to —20' prote,
bon • Pressure test system
• Check and tighten all hoses
• Inspect fan belts • •6-month
FREE replacement of any cool -
ant loss provided system not




,eirciree ,, ,_ _..88 .........,
6:co,
ine-MMS
SS 4-cyl. 46" '-'. dune tor$4 less far
' HELPS ENSURE QUICK COLD WEATHER STARTS, RELIABLE
• Electrc::-.1 —.sole, charging. and starting system
new points plugs, condenser. rotor • Set dwell






mama or ta 5 Mart,
lamer broad titisisoil
• Complete chassis lubrication
and oil change •. Helps eneure
smooth performance. reduces
the chances of wear • Please





intrs if needed — • ....
141t/S MAINTAIN STOOPING POWER '
S-Wbeel Frost Disc: Install new brake pads and
grease seals • Resurface front rotors • Repack
front wheel bearings • Check calipers and
hydraulic system • Add fluid (does not include
rear wheitlal.. • ,,
4-Wheel Drew: Install new brake lining. all
wheels • New front grease seals • Resurface
drums • Repack front bearings • Inspect hy-
draulic sweat • Add fluid.
Most U.S. cars, most Datsun. Toyota. and VW.
Transmission
Service,-
2 88 4 riAdditional 'V 14parts sal
sarvIcas min If MOW
t‘,
.
HELPS PROTECT YOUR 
•
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
• Drain and replace trensmission fluid
• Install new pan gasket • Replace trans-
mission filter. when equipped • Adjust
linkage and bends, where applicable •




























































































fails from rust 
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Just Say 'Charge It
,
'Ise any of thew 7 other ways fo buy Ow Dmit Custompf Credit pia,... Mos:,:r. dChustr,te ca.Voisa • American !Nereid Card • tamp Bland,
NIZzil=1. Goodyear
Nrealrbetry. • - ,....1/4.....
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Schedule For The Week Of Nov. 25• Dec. 1
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 VISM-4 VMF-5 WPSD-6 AFV5-12
6:4111-Swisavar San.
6:111111-Cleidree s Gos Ni
\. 6 :)I- 
Merle
7:40 - World Do.









11 AI- Wake& Speci
W
I I :31111- NCAA Nat&
$:30 A1 US*
425 - fere Digest



















7:30 - Fewtostic Few
8:00 --Godas



















7 :Oa - Rata
I I:3°- 14/7 Ciii Mort



















2:15 - Newrie. wadi
2 45- Ma 










2:00 - Smith a Jams
340- Move
4:31_ Porter W swim
5:0111- Pop Gees the Co.
5:30 - MA. Meek
ameNews 6:00- S et 6
6: 
AO -Chi 
3111- Met' s Nash.
'ps
-11:00- kakis I Ass-
node: The Second a
Time
9-00 - Sword of bates
10:00 - Scam at IC












2:30 - Sit" Off
4:00- Basle loy























































I:30- Day of Disc
2.30- Mites Robison
9:00-Orel Roberts
0:30 - NAN& Dn.
t.15- Nomilloo Ore.
$:00-Mr. Morse







11:00- Issas I Roc -
9:00 - Gospel She*









10:00 - Camswe 3
10:30-P.c. the Metion
11:30-- Tern. Morthly















































. 6:00- Nerdy Sas
i 
7:00 - lattlestar








12:30- With this R 4,9
5:*-0111,Vi Reports
A:00-60 Min





10:30 - Oa Step
11:00- Goog Show













1°1 3 - News
10:30 - Gunsimoke
11-30 football






















6:00 - Breakfast Show _
7:00- Ness












11:00 - 129,00/ Pavia
W
11' 30‘-- 14.4111 aoP9
1214- All 107 OK •
1•01-0we trIe•
.2111-Goa. Nossiad'
3:40 -Hp of ligkt
3:30 - M -Til MOM
7:40-Toy*
7; 25 _Scene Tido! ,
7:30- Today




1030 -1111seal e4 krt.
11:40- Asset. /dive
7:00- Capt. Ilageree
111:00 :1614"4"kers Wil alm 5








4(3 25 _ post., speaks
























4:411- F- Modern /Wawa
"
4:30- I - SOVI MINS
11:-30 - MOOD '
12:30-Days of our
livid
1:30 - Doctor s
240- Amither World
3:00- Teas & Jerry
3:30-lest im Spite
4:30- Seperme
















1:30 - Geiding light
21:300  .1 411440*Acte.S.Gaffme
3:30-- Tell The Truth






4:30- AMMO illillig, .
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MO -MR ' 00 '
*45 - Mewswatch
1415--Cal. path&
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1:00 - st• a .9.11
$:30- Om Mag -
9:00 -Lee emit,
10:00 - litent- -
1030- Movie
11:45- McMillen
1: 30 - Mews
2:00 - Sign ctit
i1if--FieVeR-1110-CR.












TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
• WNGE-2
7&0- Nappy Deys
7:30- learnt 1 Shirley










5:30 - Cacaos Pet*
6, 15 - hews
4:30-News
7:40 -Meryl Das
7 , s _ 12,m„ & shirse,
1:10 - hrea s C memory
0: 30 - Tell






10:00 - Same et Ten
10:30- ToO41104
12:00 - T•mor row . 
WT1IF-5
6:30 - Newlywed GoviCe










- •6'30 -- OWING Forge





, 6:00 - Mows
6:30 - Mane That Tun.





TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
me - s h toomph







740 a Is /Iwo
WSM-4












.7:00 - Dick Clart
1.00 Movie .
KFVS-12





che,Noe eeepe;, 10130 - Tweigkt
12.00- Toessirrow 
__ te,011- Mows 10:00 Mews 1:00- The Word
111:40- ltamierts
its paw gismo














1200- Tomorrows 10:30 -- Movie
1:30- News ,
. TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
WNGE-2




















7:40- Alledi t Minty
-
10 00 - RCM* at 10
Saatainan
7' SO -taw* Am
7:00- Project UFO 
11:1110-0whoce
-
1 Hawaii five 0-
kids*900 l
14411- sem
Ne or t wet+
IPiRlrii- law ea
8140- StersIty a Hatch
*pi-PR tab
- NeWswala
7:38 - Whets Hopper .ne




10 70 Trashy t Hach
10-30- Took*
12:00 Tomorrow
140- Newel Rys 0
910 Mornay Jona
10.00 Ma
10.30 Mari T. Moore
11-00 Movie
11 15 (Mena
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6:30 . Meek to
7:00- Stir W,,,
9:00 Flying WO
. II, 0:::,.. 142011;:mis
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_ ____ - ---,.. -40s-aseirer 2700 Amos ..-
ABC Almost Sweeps Top TO
In Week Of 'Mini Series'
NEW YORK I
a week of two
miniseries, and AftiC,
-Pearl" in three parts, cam
out ahead.
ABC and CBS avoided head-
on competition between
'• Pearl" and the concluding
three chapters of "The Word,"
and the tactic, it appeared,
played in ABC's favor.
All three chapters of
"Pearl" finished among the 10
most-watched programs for
the week ',ending Nov. 19,
figures from the' A.C. Nielsen
Co. show. Part I was No. 3 in
the ratings, Part II ninth and
Part HI fifth.
-The Word," which began
during the preceding week,
did well by most standards,
with the second chapter
ranked No. 21 and Parts III




The strong showing for
"Pearl" contributed to a near
sweep by ABC of the Top 10
spots in the week's ratings.
y CBS' "Alice," ranked
No. prevented that.
AB rating_ Jot the week
was 23.6, points ahead of
CBS at 18.6, NBC third at
16.8. The network, say that
meats of all the honlea. in the
reantry with TV, 23.6 percent
were tuned to ABC during it&
average prime-time minute.
ABC now has won the net-
works' ratings race seven of
the nine weeks this season,
losing twice to NBC during
baseball's World Series.
CBS' "60 Minutes," -aired
Sueday evenings, was not
included in the week's ratings,
and that probably affected the
totals slightly. The
newsmagazine generally is in
'Oath. -144611.-
By Abigail Van Buren
Short Shrift
For Tall Girl
DEAR ABBY: For years I have suffered from an inferiori-
ty complex because of my height. It has ruined my whole
life. I am .a woman, 5 feet 9. I love to dance, but I'm taller
than the average man and I feel like a fool when a man looks
up at me.
I am uncomfortable unless I wear flats. I won't even walk
to the coffee machine at work because I feel so conspicuous.
I became so desperate I even asked my doctor if he knew of
some kind of operation to shorten the bones in my legs, but
he said no One has ever attempted such an operation. I told
him I would be more than willing to be the first.
Abby, you can't imagine what a miserable feeling it is to
__walk into a _rocim..and_prapitto God. that there is someone
there taller than you are. Would you - believe that I have
even considered taking my life? I'm sure there are other
girls who feel the same,way.
Any advice you can give me will be appreciated. Don't tell
me to see a psychiatrist because that is, where my problem
has already landed me.
TALL IN CANADA
DEAR TALL: Since you've already wisely consulted a
psychiatrist, you must surely know that it's your
attitude-not your altitude that needs changing.
ou are much too self-centered in assuming all eyes are
constanting focused on you. Not true!
Instead of those negative feelings- you have about your
height, stand tall, throw your shoulders back, chin up, and
come on proud, confident and alive! If you .have two good
arms, legs, eyes, a voice and a mind, thank God ip your
prayers!




Company," both always near
the top, finished one-two in the
ratings, and NBC's best was
"Wonderful World of Disney,"
a special 90-minute
celebration of Mickey Mouse's
50th anniversary.
The rating for "Laverne and
Shirley" was 30.2.4 Nielsen
says that means of all the
mes in the country with
tele ion, 30.2 percent saw at
least of the show.
NBC w. urt at the bottom
of the ratings CBS' "Flying
High" was 51st, 'followed by
ABC's -Lucan" and three
NBC shows - -Frankr nd
Annette," "David Caul
Undercover" and "Lifeline."







29.9 or 22.3 million, and
_"Pearl," Part I, 29.4 or 21.9
million, all ABC; "Alice," 29.3
or 21.8 million, CBS; ABC
Sunday Movie-"Pearl," Part
J11, 29, or 21.6 million, ABC;
"Happy 15;ys" and.' 'Charlie's
Angels," both 28.6 or 21.3
million, both ABC; "Mork and
Mindy," 28.4 or 21.2 million,
ABC Friday Movie-"Pearl,"
Part II, 27.5 or 20.5 million,
and "What's Happening," 26.2
or 19.5 million, all ABC.
The next 10 shows:
"M-A-S-H," CBS; "Won-
derful World of Disney,"
NBC; "All in the Family,"
CBS; "Taxi," ABC; "One Day
at a Time," CBS; "Eight is
nough" and "Battle of the
ork Stars," both ABC;
"Litt'le4louse on the Prairie,-




8 p.m. NPR Recital Hall.
All-Franz Schubert program:
Pianist Alfred Brendel plays
Sonata in C minor, Sonata in A
major and Sonata in B flat
major.
Saturday, Nov. 25
9 a.m. "Small Record
Labels and Rediscovering the
Blues" as part of "Music from
the Front Porch."
10 a.m. Folk Festival U.S.A.
In Concert: Steve Forbert and
Dave Van Ronk.




Organ. Works by Virgil
Thomson, Williain Mathias
and Cesar Franck.
3 p.m. Toscazdal. Rossini:
Serniramide Overture;




9 a.m. Options. "We Don't
Care, We Don't Have To...A
Program About the Phone
Company."'
Tuesday, Nov. 23
9 a.m.' Options. "I Have
Loved England." .A program
recalling some of the
beguiling propaganda
Americans received about
England during the early
years of World War II.
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony
Orchestra. Weber:. Overture
to Der Freischutz; Schubert:
Symphony no. 3; Beethoven:
Symphony no. 5.
Wednesday, Nov. 29
9 a.m. Options. "Harold
Wilson." The Former Prime




7 p.m. NBC Short Story.
Herman Melville's "The Bell
Tower."
8 p.m. New York Philhar-
monk. Zubin Mehta conducts
works by Kay, drahms,
Schubert and Liszt.
Thursday, Nov. 30
9 a.m. Options. "Composing
for the Guitar."
8 p.m. Jazz Revisited. Solo
piano recordings by Jelly Roll
Morton, Earl Hines, Erroll
Garner and others.
Friday, Dec. 1
9 a.m. Options in Education.
"What Children Do to Schools







aprove your figure Practice walking w ith grace and k 
iiiiii-Tetuethher those pray-prof -gratitude:-
-
Lik:AR ABBY: This is in reference to the woman from
On '-Joliet, Ill about obscene phone calls. I also was bothered by
a man who lied -periodically 4or--1-his-ecasert-1t-ntatle-ate-
'• very nervous and upset so I contacted the police, and you
wouldn't believe their suggestion.
The_y told me to make a date with the caller, let them
•
know where he was meeting me, and they would be there to
arrest him. I refused to endanger my life this way.
Then by chance I mentioned my problem to the minister's
wife who gave me the best tip of all-one she had used. She
said, "The next time he calls, say- hello as usual, listn for a
moment, then while he's still talking, say, 'Are you there.
operator? This is the call I asked you to tract ... he's on the
phone now!'"
I xlid as, she suggested, and the caller got rattled and hung
Jo. And that's the last obscene phone call r ever received.
N. HALEDON. N.J.
DEAR N.J.: Thanks for the tip.
r'scHoo7")
LuncH mEnu 
The menus for the various
lunchrooms in the city and
county schools-for the week of
Nov. 27 to Dec. I have been
released by Glinda Jeffrey,
foods supervisor for Murray
City, and- Joanna Adams,




fish sandwich, beef stew,
hamburgers, hot dogs, chili
and sandwich; Tuesday-corn
dog, pizza, hamburgers, soup
and sandwich; Wednesday-
spaghetti,. ham sandwich,
hamburgers, chili and san-
dwich; Thursday--pizza,
tacos, hamburgers, soup and
sandwich; Friday-not listed.
A variety of fruits, vegetables,
and salads, and a salad bar







hamburger, tacos, and cake;
Friday-not listed. A variety of
fruits and vegetables are
served daily. • .




spaghetti, tossed salad, green













and wieners,. taco , salad;
.Thursday-hamburgers,
-loppy joes, pizza; Friday-
hamburger, barbecue, beef
stew. A variety of salads,
vegetables, bread, desserts,
ice cream, milk, iced tea,
lemonade, and an open salad
bar are served each day.
EAST, NORTH, and
SOUTHWEST-Monday-
hamburger or fish sandwich;
Tuesday-hot dog or ham-
burger steak; Wednesday-
cheeseburgers or ravioli;
Thursday-hot dog or ham and
cheese sandwich; Friday-




All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Largo Selection of Country









Visit Our Grand Opening
The tr e s Setecror 70 onums :n thisOf , ::
World of
222 So 12th St 753-5865
R n it \I k 1( R R
MEDICINES AND DRIVING T-7
DON'T ALWAYS MIX
onsult your physician about the side effects of any
medkhse prescribed for you. They may affect your
driving ability. Even certain commonly used drugs
1.4 like antihistamines, cold tablets and sedatives may
al dull your reflexes or lessen coordination.
Avoid alcoholic drinks while taking medication.
R
The double impact may dangerously affect driving
skill.-Do not ever take sleeping pills the night before.
trip. Their effect may handicap you the next morning.
''A GREAT MANY PEOPLE ENTRUST US
with their prescriptions, health needs and other
pharmacy products. We consider this trust a





- We Want To Re Your Drug Store
. , 1 7 . me R












































































1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Erervone iN invited lo lour tuff Greet.
llouseA see lhotimulds of Pohl-




full power arid air.
-Satialloct Customers An OW
Main Concern"




GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
help you. Call Bibfe Facts,
759 4600.
/












I all new I all steel
uildings -48 x 96 x 16 -`1.9
er SQ. ft. Call toll-free
14004374.3430
CENTURY STEEL SUILINNOS




AND ASK FOR TAPE
#221.
2. NOTICE 
FOR SPECIAL PRICES on
oil paintings, prints,
lithpgraphs and frames,
check Goodman's Art Shack





Star ng incorn• to $900 par man






Rillo<ation of float. not
,,,yeessory Aft interyterts sh.ctly
con.lichsatiol
...••• ....K.. A 
my Eng fond P. 0 So• 790
Calvet.' City Ky 42029 giving
norn• ago ode/vets phone Aunt-
b•r • and occupation&
boctipsolind I wilt contort you re.









Right gifts at the tght Plias °ref®












in and see the col, I Honda Express'" and Expressn'll, the
Santa-red ATC.70 an II ,tur other girt idea, now All at one
sit the most fun Christma tore, in tinvn !!,,n,ia dealer's
a Christmas Ott on wheels that's not a oxide! train
' Honda makes a wide varlets oh Christmas









teteettectIttet lug 1 111
Vernon's
Western Store
-loots 8 Shoes For Everythng Under The Sun
713-11115 9.1 Wooliders, 14 S.
Norm IT tlEpopit /Ism
terees)in IefTftft I its
6. HELP WANTED
MEAT CUTTER fully ex-
perienced. Gall 1-362-4542. 
PART TIME OPENING for
sales clerk, must be willing
to work nights and weekends.
Apply in person at the Shoe
Loft, Olympic Plaza.
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
RETIRED VETERAN
NEEDS work. Prefer janitor
or inside work for the winter.
Call 492-8110 anytime. 
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
TEXAS OIL CO. needs
mature person in Murray
area We train-. Write TM.
Dick, Box 789, Ft. Worth, TX
76101.
12. INSURANCE
We we new eviNatiiiIiimace
on wail buns, Me 3 N-
iers*, vompoolos. Fir imrst
rates Witegt-liken In-
S,ti Bad Estate, 302
12*.M.  753-323.
14. WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 5.527-
1362. 
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
CROCHET GIFTS, house
shoes, afghans, tam sets, call
753-399T. 
FOR SALE: Used Singer
Sewing machines, zigzag, all
regular attahments, sews
perfect, fully guaranteed,
full cash price, $39.50. Call
Martha Hopper, 354-6521. 






Dress Suits - Sport Coats - Dress
Pants - Dress Shirts - Sport Shir-
ts - Flannel Shirts - Robes -
Pajamas - Socks - Belts - Ties-
J'eans - Sport Hats - Dress hats -
Light Weight Jackets - Heavy ,
Jackets - 'Top Coats - Casual
Coats - Rain Coots - Underwear
- Briefs - T Shirts - Shorts - Vest -
Thermal Underwear- Matching
Work Suits- - Coveralls - Work
Shoes - Dress Shoes - Casual
Shoes - House Shoes - Gloves -
Sweaters - Billfolds - Sweat
Shirts - Rubber Footwear.ior 
< 11111111"1"7""111117D" Tals.adanaLizattartanatz.n.g.attattnanaClean up end lobe per-
son: Apply in person et
Jim Fain
Is A Specialty At Motors
-
12th & Poplar USED CAR R,ECON.
753-1227 DI T ION I NG and detail man,
FREE PAR/CING! to wok at progrressive Ford
dealership in III. Top salary4.110MMINI - a..•-••004 ---r-0 -4441-;46141i 14-1U-ialWFITif
Browni3eige
COMING TO MURRAY, man. Call collect, 217-532-
Dec. 3-4-5, one of America's 3921.  ti RoyalGold
GreenWhitepremiere humorist, story WANTED: SOMEONE to qi,s BeigeBrownteller, poet, composer of live in my home and keep a A‘4 GreenGoldvoice and , piano, Bible 10 year old Child. Call 436- 21 PowderNa,,_Scholar and preacher.. Dr. 5836 until 10 PM. 461 SeariettlituieRoger N. Carstensen of $60.00 HUNDRED graran. at. OrangeWhii,
Colors
Av-' -ble
Athens, Georgia, at 1st.
Christian Church. (just off
the courtsquare).
FOR WATKINS Products,










$1.00. L.J. Enterprises, 47
Main St., Langley, SC 29834. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS,
RN and LPN, all ShiftS, lull




2C,a7r0e200In.ns Inc., 4th & Ind.
Ave, Mayfield, KY., or call 1.
MAID, PART TIME. Merit
bonus plan. Apply in person
at Regal. 8 Inn, 5T7S. 1211L_St.
No phone calls





















Court Casual style 438-100% Acrilan acrrlic, contrast
set-in stripe zipper pocket in jacket and pant, 12" leg
zippers. Sites XS-X1. (Unisex)
Soul Patellae. (Marra., sp.‘,0 4 ti
si
1203 N. Chestnut 75 .71384.4 itt





wrote 11xe bookon 4,•Ixeel Arhus
CAINS, ANC-JEEP
U. S. 641 North
orld-of Sound
  Formerly TV Service Center
OPEN EVENINGS
222So_ I2thin.resr1i 753-5865
Since moving froth the high rented shopping center, to our own building
low overhead, we can pass the savings on to our customers
SHOP AND COMPARE
4-Way Record System "
M/FM/FM MPX 8 Track
rd-Cassette Recording
•Autosqatic record changer
with paus cue control
.Unit- will record internally
from radio, phone, cassette or
8 track
.Includes two rnics for ex-
ternal recording
.Digital tape counter
.Push button pause & fast
forward control












Electronic Digital Clock Rodio
with 8-Trock Tope Player
racho. Butit-in 6-trocIflaloyor .Atri manuor or
automatic poogrorrsonances,LEDS-trockchamelindltota.
Lighted slide ruts tuning alict SW* controls for volume
AM/FM/laps functiOar On/Off/Auto/Alarm Easy-to-we
largo fluorescent twneclksalay 2-statotsci tarp Warp ',pelted
AM/ ata inclocatcfs. 59 norut•SINDP WOW,. W01.4010143000,
awn snooze bor. vadoeictoottost conttet. Ecwohcoit




In Dash AM/FM 8- rack or CassetteCassette with Fast Forward,
Eject and Local & DST Switch
8 Track-Local & DST Switch
Christmas Specialsar
"Large Selection - Disco-lites"
"We service what we sell"






PAGE 1! THE lldUllitAY.14..1.11WGEX & TOM& Frids) rieVeather' 24.078
  3rallIkke M X 3E11
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE -s: ARTICLES FOR SALE
FOR SALE 22 cat Otte wirm
scope. 12 gauge shotgun
Small portable v 7S3 4331.
GRANDMOTHER CLOCK
. C.abinet, o,shwasher.
rigerartor and 10 speed
e. 753 7575 and ask ter
s/1
CAW"- NORSE-POWER
tor Good Eondition Call
5677
INSIDE BASEMENT sale,
men and women's clothing,
fishing equipment.
miscellaneous items. 307 N
8th St.
LF PRICE SALE. Clutl
uminum, I. 112, 7, and 3 qt
vered saucepans, 10 Inch
vered skillet, 4' 2 qt.
cowered dutch oven. ehiSite of
CO.OtS Wallin Hardware in
Parts, TN
2 MOBILE HOME AXL.F4.1
tires and wheels, 4125 Call
753 0605
REMOTE CONTROL 25"
Zenith color t v 1125 Con
sole, portable clothes dryer,
$30 Belt vibrator, $40 Call
492 864
SALE CORELLE EX
PR ESS1ONS dinnerware.. 20
Ariece set, Wild Flower,
Meadow., Indian Summer,
it. or Blue Heather. Your
qoce. 6.39 99. Wallin Ha,
are in Paris, TN. .
REVE1RE WARE
copper bottom, save 40 on 1,
lit:, 2, and 3 qt sauce pans
ble  and -2-or
2 qt dutch oven. 8 qt stock
Oat, 7,9. and 10 inch skillets.
Wallin Hardware in Paris,
N. 6571
16. HOME FURNISHINGS _







dition. Call 753 8770 or 753
2615.
LIGHT OAK THREE piece
bedroom suite, book case,
headboard Also 4 post
double bed with box springs
and mattress. Phone 492 8206
between 3 and 6 pm 
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah call 1




sewing .machine, in rest nice
cabinet Sew perect. Full
cash price 159 50 Call 354-
TOOL BOXES
For Pickups,
Same Price As Last Year. $99.00
included Ky. tax
Every man with a pickup needs his
tool box.
Flip Top Lids leasy to use I
Inside Sliding Tray (handy
Locks On Each Side ( prevents theft)




* •Hwy. 641 South 7534617
1977 Cer11116c Fleetwood Brougham, low mileage,
extra clean. .
1977 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, all the extras, new
car trade in.
, .
1977 Ok1441tobile Cutlass, '4 door, low mileage.
double power and air, extra clean.
1977 Pontiac Trans Am, 1-Top, black, like new
1977 Dotson, 4 .door, extra clean, new car trade
in
1976 PoritieC Trans Am, extra sharp.
1975 Cutlass. 2 door, extra clean.
1974 Cutlass. 2 door, double power and air.
1974 Chevrolet El Camino, loaded, extra clean.
1974 liaions, 2 door, double power and air, nem__
. car trade in.
1973 Oldsmobile fie, Luxury Sedan, all the extras.
1971 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser Wagon. '
71969 Pontiac Firebird convertible, collectors
item, gold.





%.41441041 ustorra4r• Al• I Eli,
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1404 West Man 153-5316
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to. man.. • war. tE
vat •••••• ••••••••••••
gate ••[••••c•it11,0
daotOrm•••••••• Ire an•11••••4 Ecolonng





V CenterBel-Air CV. 753-5.123-
  W...A1110 A WA We
a 44 t.11 4171"












25 CONSOLE COLOR TV
• Special Picture • special Rellalility
...AAO.SAV V1,41,4P1 ts A 100% sow $emesi
oaraee 'A* -.LoeteNie aro 064014 mei 06,1111-61002010X
spoon vector par so produce axle,* Wore On2 Mos ••■•••Eg
ars* s sharper! Jearcirt Our is• sornous monde so tine
Mince ast ris rc go wrong
Guaranteed Lowest Prices
IPAUL WINSLOW'S






Stop by and we
us for
Storewide Specials












• Iiintwww 'N cook
• Temperature Cook
• Ostrom -Mak:I-Cook




▪ Sass 1108.0 %NI Christmas








N. FARM EQUIP. -
Car DOZER International
TO 14, good condition, like
new tracks and rollers_ 1962
model, $4100. New fiat Cad
trailer, 7' X 14', red_ and
Mace oak bd2 axles. WO.
Call 35.46644 after 5 pm Paul
Anoersen, Rt. 5, Benton, Ky
42Q25
FORK LIFT FOR Case back
hoe. Midwest Boom Brand
Call 7534065.
1972 MASSEY COMBINE
with both headers. quick
enacts. 210-5 white tractor,
1200 hour, 5-16 inch breaking
plows. 4 year old Inter
national 4 row drill. 4 row





S25, tree excessories. Murray








organs, used pianos. Lonardo






A LITTLE PUDGY , over
weight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have tried behavorial
modification! A new ap
proach! For information call
759-4536.
COMING TO MURRAY,
Dec. 3-4-5, one at America's
premiere humorist, story
teller, poet, composer of
voice vend piano, Bible
Scholar and preacher--Dr
Roger N. Carstensen of
Athens, Georgia, at 1st.
Christian Church. (just off
the courtsquare). 
FREEZER BEEF Choice
drain fed-aged beet. Front
quarter S.79 cents a pound,
whole or side 1.89 cents a
pOund. Hind quarter- 5.99
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps ac-
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642-8201. One
mile north of Paris on old
Murray road.
FISH FOR SALE. Grain fed
raised catfish, alt sizes, for
eating and stocking ponds. 25
cents each and up. Call days
437-4594, nights 354-6202.
SALE' SKILL ROUTER, 1.2
ttp Model 548, $29.99. Wallin
hardware in Paris, TN.
WOOD FOR SALE. Hickory
and oak. Cali 4744821.
26. TV-RACKG
DON'T BE MISLEAD. We,
will meet the price of any
Zenith dearer of this area.
Our service makes a dif-
ference. Your Zenith dealer
for Murray and Calloway
County. Tucker T.V. Sales,
1914 Coldwater Road,
  EtaiTlel _chgctir of_




















To Be Given Away
Good Thru December 3 I *4978
WANT A NEW.COLOR TV
but short on cash! Take up
payment on this beeutifiil 25"
--trnder-- -werrant•r
Clayton's formerly .J & e
Music. Call 753 7575.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
TWO 2BR Homes ready for
Immediate posession.
'Completely remodeled 5
miles N. of Murray on hwy
641. Call 1-474-2337 or 474
2323.
10 X 50196$ Champion mobile
home, excellent conditon.
Call 436 2647.
1972 12 X 60 trailer, un
furnished, 2 BR, WOO. Call
7!4939 after 1 pm.
1975 12 X 60 MOBILE HOME
need lassie. Call 627-3694.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oak Trailer
Court Call 489-2533.
1969 JETLINER 12 X 65, gas,
3 bedroom, 1 bath, storm
windows, canopy, service
Pole, partially furnished.
Call 436-5659 or 436,5545.
30. BUS. RENTALS
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753 3018
after 5 prri. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM duplex, par
tiitilY furnished $85 per
month, 753 4331. 
NICE SMALL furnished




only, inquire at 100 5 13th St. 
33. ROORIBBOR RENT 
Ream FOR RENT. 2 blocks
from university, living room,
kitchen, washer and dryer
$60 plus utilities. Call 436
2411.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
3 BEDROOMS, 2 baths, 2
Years old. Complete 6 reams
Of furniture for sale,
resonable. Days 437-4594,
nights 364-6282. 
HOUSE NEAR downtown for
married couple. $125 mon
tnlY For more information
Cl 753.5121. • 
TWo BEDROOM HOUSE, on
Old Murray and Paris Road
Couple No pets Deposit
$130 per month. Call after 6
PeT17S3-1217. 





1.5.00 month. Boats, campers,





Court Square - 753-7499
Our Gifts Are
eo,..49 One of a Kind
OO 
 -
1‘.4, So Use Our
lay-Away Now To
Hold-That






THE NIEISEN • K2S24M Distinctive Early American Styling.
Beautiful Maple wood-grained Anish applied to durabl4 wood produc-
t' ts on top and ends with select hardwood sob & framing top. Gallery of
el select hardwood solids. Front and bar of simulated wood Casters.
11 Electronic Tuning. Illuminated ChaggsdallaMbers.






1;111111tni SIST I A yrs, pin
• •••••••• ow sir Nom am go..
foo •oo osON No: oft...*
• • •  •swig en. •••••
• II*. •••••41k. INA*.
'Black's Decoratin Center I
Twin 11616 /4.-Panig or. SUM operisow•
Inlis bow Darsisis155141461 11 hen Ispearr •
Open Mon.-Fri. 7 ul 5, Sat 8-17
7015 40.Murrsy, Phone 753-diT1 •
..inoo Covering Rieture Frames Matt (-overtop( .custeni
Drapes .Rods .Beitorcarts
3E,






FOR SALE 10 nice pigs. Call
474-2301, Noble L. Hurt.
FOR SALE: feeder pigs. Call
75313444. - •
LARGE ROUND BALES of




WHAT NICER GIFT for your
child's Christmas than a
CFA registered Persian
kitten. Red, cameo and
silver. (Lay•a•way one for
Christmas now). Call (901)









FetTlIkle, 9 months old Has
had all shots. Good with
children. 759 4620. 1
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE -
ref r idger ator , chest, chairs,
box springs, black and white
t.v., books, light fixtures,
doors, 12 old clocks, Wspeed
bike, nice men's and
women's clothes and lots of
miscellaneous. 1104 Olive,
Saturday Nov. 25, 9 am to 3
pm. 
43. REAL ESTATE,
50 ACRES FOR SALE, on
Johnny Robertson road. This
IS prime development
property, lust listed. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
1222, for all your real estate
needs.
Welcome to . . .
el:IAA; tit i
PIZZA & SPAGHETTI
inch ... 2.54 12 inch ... 3.45 16 inch ... 4.75
Ma INCLUDE} CHI 1St AND OM ODA
CAOUNDOM CANADIAN BACON 0.410.1
SAUSAGE NAM CAHN PtINNI
PI MOONS rises Ot rye; PALPSNROONI
  .10 12 inch 40 16 .nch  jS
4.1:145W.ti SIWAl . • v 
..11 inch .. 1.50 12 inch 4.45 16 inch S'S
-
WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:00 EVERY DAY
V11 b..rno picot• &ring ,aeen-V•ii .•,11 Iwo 9io 40 peopl• E••••  no
charge for OW 0.1. Jo rd.., but oo do rogue. INN you oil
Ws coo wpm. spoc.al Adoo Ior Marra "Oven -Poolboii Toro pt aro
:Nanny " The sorissl ,f.. the rarer • 15 proem a/ Thr rod To




Prices Good Until Wed., Nov. 29
WHAT GUIDES WEAR
... WHEN THEY CARE
TeSted and proven for
rugged durability and
comtort by men who
-wi4rnrix5the41 tiytt1g7.:-.4,--1-----7----
----.-----7-thitdoors. Come - 74,







All leather uppers, leather insole, leather Goodyear



















oo /Over 12 Price
Vernon's
Western Store
'Boots 41 Shoos Foe fvorything Undo, The, SUN












Professional Ser. ,t es




Fire Will Be Delightful
in this BRAND NEW 3








LOG CASTN. Genuine loq..
cabin tlose to Ky Lake.
year-round living with lots of
space. Three bedrooms and
large fireplace in living
room, one acre lot. Priced to
sell. Phone KOPPER UD
REALTY, 753.1222 We are
members of Multiple Listing
Service.




you would like to own
- -or a house where you
' could have .a sinall
business vkith it? We
have he perfect
location at 1107 Main
Street. Ten rooms two
and a half baths, cen-
tral as heat centrAL,
ectrir—air,
garage. Lot 100f240
and zoned R-4. See it
today.
Prot ess ona I zwrviCes
With The Friendli, Touch"
HELP! We would like
to help you sell your
home. Selling real
estate amounts to a
service & we and our
clients feel 'that our










Estate, 105 N. 12th.
DON'T GET caught out in
the snow! Just pull your car
into this 3 car carport and go
inside this beautiful 3
bedroom, 2 bath home with
central heat and air, also a
large briclf. patio and a
profeSsionally landscaped




















hes and kits of
1104 Olive,








P (. t, 13 TH
E MURRAY . 1). LEIX;Eit & TIMES, Friday, November 24, WM
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O 100% solid state
Service Miser chassis
with the Super Module
O DynacOlor system
o Dynabrite in-line picture tube
o Audio Spectrum Sound
-6- Sate1titia7eMo1e conTrol
o Glare Gua.rd filter
O Low energy consumption
Hodge &
s t Son, Inc.f
• 205 So 5th











*72" Round Tabletloths •









DELIGHT. Vithyld you like to
live near the lake or have a
nice house just to get away
from 1.1 all? Take a look at
. -this practically new two
bedroom home in Baywood
Vista It has a nice kitchen,
living POom, one bath and a
full walkout basement With
central heat and air. Priced
to sell fist at. only $21,500




3 BEDROOM, 14.4 BATH,
near town Nice deep lot in
area of nice hOmeS but zoned
B 3 for the future. Ideal for
































Noy. 25 rain or shine, 10 
am. Location: lisedio Parlor
bootopleee. Front Kidney go morn,' wide 
tale leach Rd. 214 miles
to Ws. Rotolo her tithe.
Partial last 1911 PON pickup (good), I hp rotn. tiller new i, lawn
mower; 5.rooms of furniture, and appliances Antiques Cider Mill,
horse tolls, dishes, crocks, Jugs. bottles. quilts, many old toys,
primitives, and much more We haven't been in the basement YET'
Cofiducted By




' With The friendly Touch"
COUNTRY SI NSHIN-
!!3 bedroom home, 2
acres, living rim,kit-
chen-fami63- rm. &
covered porch 2 out-
side storage buildings,
1 small barn, back fen-
ced for horses. cattle






IF YOU ARE 'A' Luxury
homebuyer looking for
someth.ing unique, you must
inspect this comtemporary
home...sunken fireplace in
family room, fireplace in
gallsy--kitcheoy,-forrnah dining
room, 3 baths...All this On
approximately 8.8 acres. A
home well worth inquiring
about.. Call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS today at 753-
1492__ 
Wi ceaskler ii. viols.* to
be at. to Met Ibis 3
bedroom, brick, one bet,
large living room ltom•
located on Ryon for sale to
our buying public. Cali 753-
3263.
Worse Wilson 753 5086
Toro Herndon 753-0974
Shirley Wilt grit 753-3043
Ales McLeod 753 1575
753-3263 12th Street
360 Mame, aro., _W., a
43. REAL ESTATE
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and Your
imagination and take a look
at this 2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine trees. Small 'but
eClIflona mei with ell4f-opy---- -
saving heat • Perfect for







753 0101 753 7531
LIKE BEING OUT? Enjoy
.the,tranquil beauty of these
. wooded lots located in
Candlelite Estates.. Build
tPe home of yot/r dream-
s...Call and let us show one of

















• Formerl) J & B Music
Dixieland Center 153-7575 Murray, Ky.
Bag & Beads
IS BIGGER 
AND BETTER ! ! !
Belts em n Behr' OM to. lem.mitt
14K Gold Serpentine Chains




. (Layaway Now For Christmas;
The Ms. Shop (Women's)
43. REAL EST ATE
Purdom & Thurman























. .. •• : ••
: Choose From A Wide Selection Of 
•••
: Silver Holloware At The Showcase. 
••
• •
: Tea Sets, Casseroles, Water Pit- el
: chers, Salt and Peppers. Buttera
: Dishes, Bread Trays, Relish
: Dishes, Revere Bow/s, Goblets,
: Compotes and Many More.
a •
• •• The Showcase .• •. •• ••
411— 
Visa- Master Charge -.10 00 a m -5 30 p m - lay-Aw as
••••1111•1141111::11110111113111 
Murray.
MX: II ***** Iln





For people who want coffee good .and fast! Brews a 1;11110 cups
in less than five minutes. It's drip made-never bitter because it's
never boiled; and there's never a messy clean-up because the
Biters are disposable. A hot Water funnel lets yft.ijet hot water '.






At the Auction Mart in Kuttawa
TIME PIECES:
8 old watches, including 4 key wind; 6 wrist wat-
ches.
PAPER MONEY:
6 red letter $2 bills; 1, 1966 series red letter $100 bill;
2, 1963 red letter $5 bills; 1963 Kennedy dollar bill;
172 Barr dollars; $10 silver certificate; 3, $1 silver '
certificates.
SILVER COINS:
1, 1928 silver dollar, check your bc on this one;
1921 23. 24. 25 siIvet dollars;-4921V Dollars;
1880S & 1881 0 dollars; 1907, D k2 dollars; 1853. 1
cent; 1860, 1866, 1867 III pieces; 1872, 5 Cent; 1835
'10c; 18955,,. 1186, 1910 dimes: 1851 0 1'2 dime; V
nickels; Indian peftrttes; 3 bags containing $1000
face value of unsearched silver dimes, quarters and
'2 dollars.
FURNITURE:
Walnut piano; large China cabinet; over mantle;
bed stead; beautiful carved chest of drawers; Vic-
trola; Sheritan inlaid dresser; mattrigany organ;
mahogany chiffioneer; damaged wardrobe, good
for making a gun cabinet; 18130 carved leaded glass
cabinet; 1890 carved eterge; secretaire china
cabinet; umbrella stand; 2 new marble top fern
stands; 2 Victorian chairs: buffalo hall tree; oak
secretary; 2 shaving mirrors; coal hod; wine jug;
old clerks desk; 2 wine tables; chine cabinets; pot
cupboard; marble top tiled desk; marble top wash
stands; dressing table: display table; lovely
mirrors; wood planes; 1 buggy 'no wheels': 1 set of
farrier's tools.
GLASSWARE:
3 lovely bowls and pitchers; art pots; bed pails; 3
cheese dishes; fib blue bosel; foot warmers; com-
-pote and other glassware.
CLOCKS:
6 good old Mantle clocks some with Westminister
chimes; 1 beautiful inlaid scroll clock; 1 new
regulator wall clock.
, MISCELLANEOUS:
1 good small trailer. New crocheted items include 7
afghans, 29 dolls, 43 hats.and 1 monkey.
Salp By
Thomas White & Sons
Auction & Realty
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  LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
Discover the Pier 1
Touch For Christmas
- <aim, Solo ieChoirs
















-- Bel Air Center
Nev. Hours Til Ch
10-8 p m M-F
10-6 p.m - Sot
1-5 p.m - Sun
pery SMITH CORONA










• Portable Typewriters ' Attache Cases TI
y Many gift items for that "Special" boss
or secretary on your Christmas List!





4tilt IP IT tip Se 000 0491
753-0123
43. REAL ESTATE




44, LOTS FOR SALE
- -COTS-FOR SALE: Coritplefe
with septic sySteen. Water
electric and driveway for
mobile home or house. Near
Kentucky Lake, -142.50 per
rrOnth with 51.000 down. Can!
502 474 2718. 
LOTS POR SALE. 6 Til‘s
vast of Murray. Cal 489
2110.
LOT FOR SALE onecl for
duplex. Call 74O67 after 5
Om.
SEVEN M RICAL lots
located* thee entranceof
Pine B ff Shores, all joining.
izSe5,000. DONALD R
T KER REALTOR, 502
Maple. 753 4342. 
65. FARMS Fdit SALE
FARMLAND-,110 AcreS, 100
liftable, 9 mites west of
Murray Calla,/ 2110 
46. HOMES FOR SAILE
BRICK 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
all new storms and carport
College Farm Road Call 753.
7909.
BRICK 3 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
all new storms and carport
College Fara, Road Call 753-
7909
3 BEDROOM, nice location,
chain link fence, good neigh-
bors. This would make a nice
retirement home or for
couples lust starting pyLt.
Miller Real Estate. 753 5664
or 753-8298. Call about this
one!
CONSTRUCTION. 3, 3 BR
houses. You buy and finish or
will finish to suit buyer Call
489.2110.
FOR SALE New 3 BR brick.
Central heat and air, car-
peted, 5 miles west of
Murray Can move now Call
489-2110. 
NICE 2 BEDROOM house,
large living room, kitchen.
bath, garage with storage.
753-7770. 
REDUCED ANOTHER
51000 2 bedroom, white.
frame house in good location.
All appliances and draperies
-go with house. Call 753 WU
after 3.30 Prn. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
.1972 SL 350 HONDA. Has new
tires and battery, good
mechanical condition. Call
492-8102. 
41. USED CARS 
1973 AMC HORNET, 2 door,
6 cylinder automatic with
power and air. Has 4 new
tires $750. Also a rough 1972
Datsun pickup, $350. Phone 1.
35.4-6217. 
1969 BUICK LESABRE good
cohdition, S400 or best offer
Call 527-3205. 
1972 CADILLAC SEDAN
ay, Ky. DEVILLE Loaded with
equipment, steel belted
radial tires, a real good car,
$1350. Call 1 354 6217. .
WAWAWA
A.m... 1973 CHEVY IMPALLA. 4
door sedan. power & air,
. automatic, 350 engine.
• Lacaii,_,b069,,, & owned. .
51,000 actual miles.
Exceptionally good, $1250.
Call 753.5970, or 759 4788 Can
% be seen at Advanced Tire &




4) extras, red and white velure






Gift Ideas For •
0 The Whole Family :4
0 Come in now and make
4 your selections early. 40 
J
nem 753.1474 'INTERIORS
4 Post Oftice los 412
Testis sad °entree4
Merrily, Reatecky 42011.
:4* 66 01 ft161.ifte'er
1 WALLIS DRUC*PRESCRIPTIONS•HOSPIT At SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE*LEADING BRANDS-OF COSMETICS*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
110111IBOCKLE BARBER SNOP
XT. AI' 1" et
NEW OFFICE MINS Closed All ()a ,'i.d
Monday-Friday 7 - 30-Noon - Saturday 7 301115 oo
Feta NIA' CUT SI SS PRICE SHAY, Si 7',






**sod end reedy. Up to 12 z 74. Ake Item solgo, ',Rises, settee.,
ebito Moose ad e*s, sod Khoo, or 11,811110. pro cut ceetsAttels 10.11d





leeks I drives beiltli
I.. miles, leelef with et-
hos, comfort seeresse, still




V , r id.rneDea;,.
7S3-5273
1976 CAMERO V 8
automatic, air. 759 4544.1
after 6 pm. 
1977 FIAT X 19. one owner,
25 30 mpg Can be seen at
B&B brokers on South 12th.
753 4389
1973 HONbA, automatic,
$1200 or best offer. Call 753-
6531 or 759 1155. 
1974 MUSTANG 11. Like new
condition, 51300, 1803 College
Fahm Road 
1974 MONTE CAFELO, triple
black, AM stero tape. Good
tires & in good condition. 753-
9793 or 753-5094.
-1/72 PLYMOUTH FURY III.
Good condition. Power and
air. 5695 1974 Pinto.
Automatic, 5895. 489  2595. 
1977 5-10 DA TSUN hat.'
chback, S speed, air, AM.
FM, like new Call 753 9951 
1976 SILVER CORDOBA,
burgandy top, loaded, sharp,
good condition. Call 436 5878.
Fewure Syncki_ale
"HE WAS YOUR CANDIDATE, YOU
FIN9 A WAY 70 GET 11 OFF."
SO:U-S-E-D TRUCKS -  SI. CAMPE115
1972 CHEVROLET PICK. 1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
ue_ _ Elk*, Jaocid_come . out..and take. &bet.-
mechanically_ Priced to 11 White's Camper Sales, your
Call 753 1586 day, 753 590
after io'clotk.
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM
Deluxe Pick Up. Extra good
Power and air. AM FM, tape
player. $2450 Call 4.89-2595. 
1965 INTERNATIONAL 2 ton
truck, flat dump. Call 436
2744.
local Starcraft dealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non toxic an-
tifreeze $3 99 per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 94 East. Call 753  0605.„ 
NEED CAMPER WIN-
TERIZED? Call Whites
Camper Sales, east 94 hwy.



















VERY RARE 1956 enivroiet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
or_igLnal. Call 753 7365. 
1971 VW SUPER BEETLE.




•307 engine, strLight shift,
good condition, %11230. Call
476-1351.
1967 FORD PICK UP 8
Cylinder Stcaogiat shift, with-
camper top_ in paw _CAM .
Let us help you with






Bowling Balls I Bowling Bags
$12" I $10°'Up to OFF Up to OFF
(Free Drilling 4 afree Game)
Pre Line
Golf Clubs ' Balls *Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other-
golf and tennis clothing
REDUCED TO SELL
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Vain St. LAY-A-WAY PLAN
753-2202
.64 441.
St. CAMPERS •  83.SERVICESOFFERED 
SPECIAL NON TQX IC FOR ALL YOUR Small
antifreeze, 53.95 a gallon concrete, carpentry, pain.
Arrowhead Camper Sales. ting and plumbing iobs, call
Hwy E. Mayfield, KY 241. 753.0646 after 5,55m. Free
8187. estimates.
SL BOATS &MOTORS .. 
16 FT JON BOAT, 40 hp
Johnson with removable




and efficient service. Custom
-Carpet Care. 489.2774. 
53.  SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS- BROTHERS -6- Son:-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and. roOfing. Call 1-
395 4967 or 1-3624895. 
CHILD KEPT IN MY
HOME 2 to 4 years old, full
time. Call 753-8262. 
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
4343.
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded. Free estimates, Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm. _ 
DOES YOUR SEWING
machine need service. If so,
cal1354 6521
FENCE SALES Al Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
Referenced. lsamished. _Ca1L
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps 759
4878.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436





753 2310 for free estimates. 
GLASS WORK. Auto glass,
Storm windows and doors
repaired. Complete line of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement fobs. M & G
Comptete Glass, 816 COW-
water Rd. 753-0180 
HOME REPAIRS: 5creen,
regular doors and windows,
floors and roofs. Also small
Plumbing and electrical
work. Call 753-2501 after 5
pm.
THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share. They are superbly:styled in
elegant 14 carat gold. Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every Possible taste
from classic, to oontemporary. to avant -prow : .
to assure lasting prod, and sanitection.
East Silk Sawa . Money, Ky 153-2335
Of II
I
The Little Red l-louse Of Crafts 0
lac_1;;elmf'suSrhraor Met




We have a good













fiberglass. Call 150 1820 after
5 pm. Call 1 247046 collect. -
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and tooling bids.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates..
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do




call Ernest White, 753 0605. '
53. SER717TrerrnRED
LEE'S
George Landolt at 753 8170. 
PIANQ T
153 5827.  •
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Landoll, 753 1170. 
NEED FIRE WOOD' Call
steam dry cleaning,
references Reasonable
rates, free estimates. Call




ail Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 75.3.











Open Friday Niqhls Iii 800 P.m





between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
ROOFING, FLAT OR
SHINGLES. Waterproofing
and mobile homes. 15 'years
ex per ience.43S-4173.•
SAVE ENERGY. Blown in
or bats insulation. TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadiz, Ky.
Call (502)-924-5541.
53. SERVICES OFFERED "
SMALL DOZER-Spreading, -




Call 436-2294 after 5 pm. 
WELDING SERVICE. Nees,
business lust Starting, old:
hwy 893, 2les northwest of..
Lynn GroW. Working after 4'
pm and on Saturdays. Small
repairs and custom jobs.
reasonable rates. Call Hie$W.
Deering at 4354434 after 4
pm.
1411Main Murray, Ky.







Call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.
I (1"ur 1))PIONEER ("'Sterco Specialists * 
WANTED
Row Crop Land for
corn, beans, wheat,
kobe etc. If you have
land to rent or lease







Two level, 5 bedroopi brick, two full
eramic baths, huge utility .room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has Other interest: Price
110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
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* • Home buyers are different all over the country. In one region* •they're younger, more affluent and pick more expensive homes than* people in other regions. But they still pay less than buyers* somewhere else.
• All this means is that buying a home is still an individual tran-** saction. And since it is sucha personal thing, you need a real estate
* agent who really knows the area and cares about the community. .• See a REALTOR.' . REALTORS* ARE MEMBERS OF THE
* NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS* . They must be ac-** tively engaged in real estate, and make a public commitment to a
* Code of Ethics. There are more than 660,000 National Association
wherever you want to buy, you can find one
* to give you the individual attention and service you deserve.
* "Average" and "median" are semantic antics. Buying a home is a
*• momentous event, not another statistic. A REALTOR* can make






An experienced appraiser may be in
position to help you find the answer.
1-have been appraising and selling
about all kinds of real estate in this area
for 30 or more years.
Why not step up to' MILLFR for --•tlx-
perienced real estate ales and appraisal
service.
Let me knew what you want to buy and





24 Hour Phones 753-5064-753-8298
Home Phone - Claude I.. Miller, Broker-753-3059
Home Phone - Gerald Carter, Salesman-453-8298






Visit Us At Our New Home.
Office 751-0101
Residence 153-7531
Bob Rodgers Pam Rodgers
Linda Drake Roy Folsom
James Hester Oatman Farley
Ed Chandler
acktot 'ouse
1804 Coldwater Rd. 3 Apts. with good rental in-
come almost 2 acres of land potential of 2 moreap
COLLEGE FARM RD






H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
GRACIOUS AND LIVEABLE
If you are in the market for a deluxe and quality
built home that has everything, call now to see
this four bedroom, three bath home on two acres














Country home with many trees, on seven acres.
A beautifully refurbished home, tastefully
modernized inside, 4 or 5 bedrooms, dining room,
family room, kitchen, fireplaces, and 2 baths.
Property has 300 feet of blacktop road frontage,
plus a four stall stable, two other buildings and






George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 753-5553 Rill Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 759-4900 Don Bailey 759-4577
DON'T GET CAUGHT OUT IN THE SNOW! lust
pull your car into this 3 car carport and go inside
this beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with cen-
tral heat and air, also a large brick patio and a
professional landscaped lot.
JUST REDUCED BY $3,600.00!! We have a 10
acre farm With a 3 bedroom home just ready for
you. Call us today for more details on this great
buy!
DONALD R. TUCKER, REALTOR 753-4342
Nut 7`)! locs






As we - celebrate this Thanksgiving
holiday, we'd also like to Xpress a









Bros ARE BEING ACCEPTED on this four
bedroom, three bath house just two miles west of
Murray!! Central electric heat and air; double
fireplace; carpet; range, refrigerator, com-
pactor, dishwasher; Anderson windows; extra
insulation approximately one acre; double car
'garage or large playroom. Let us show you this
house today and get your bid in!!!
4





Marge Armbruster 753-5121 PatitV fain 7534373





If you're thinking of selling ylbur home, call us.
You can rely on our expert, professional help at
every step of the sale, from first showing
to final closing. '
GUY SPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587 - - T.C. Collie 753-5122
Iswommtallmmistamweisa, 
Lovely Home On 2 Acres
If you would like a nice home out of town, we
have it. Located on Hwy. 299 near Kirksey. This
home has 3 bedrooms, 2',2 baths, large family
: oom, 2 car garage, storm cellar, beautifully lan-
.iscaped yard, fenced in the back with apple,
i,ecan & English walnut trees plus grape vine.
all today for an appointment.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
REALTORS
-HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS
EVENI79GS
higirto tucki-mamast'L:24.36iAriirtityityi*tome—
. Nelson Shroat 759-1718
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061anammintiv 
AgfraN11104011.1f0411111K >2IK MIK MICK NM 0
REALTORS DON'T
sCOST THEY SAVE;IL X110(.44111K araommatmaosaosec mak alittitallt AWN/Oa
New Listing
111111111111111111111!
Let It Pay. For It's Self
By. Duplex - Each side has Zbedrm., living nil.,
kitchen & bath - Central gas heat - central air -
new carpeting & new refrigertors, plus stoves. In






-The Pro fssioiioI Of fTre
105 N. 12th Street with the
F•tendly Touch-753-8080
Barbaro Erwin 753-4136 Warren Shropshire 753 8277
Audo Moody 753-9036 Reuben Moody 753 9036
B 8 _Haile 7517747 thrterMy4ierZI•1 2117.--e 
‘,
Pg11101111111-
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• • • •I, Deaths and Funerals 1
Mr. Anderson, Jr.,
Brother Of Murray
Woman, Dies At 59
Lew lb AnderSUll, Jr.,
brother of Mrs.' Bennie
Simmons of Murray, died
Tuesday at 830 p.m. at a
hospital in West Covina, Calif.
He was 9 years of age and his
death .followed an extended
Oiness.
The deceased was formerly
- __la the used car business in
Murray before moving to
California He was a member
of the Church of Christ. Born
Feb. 3. 1919, in Graves county,
be was the son of Lewis
Anderson, Sr., and Beatrice
Gordon Anderson, who sur-
vive.
Mr. Anderson, Jr.,. is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs. Dathel
Bailey Anderson, West
Covina, Calif.; two-daughters,
Barbara, West Covina, and
Sandra, Detroit, Mich.: two
sons, Lewis III and Gordon,
West Covina, Calif.; three
Also • surviving are his
perents. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Anderson, Sr.. Mayfield; six
sisters, Mrs. Lou Ella Shelby,
Sedalia, Mrs. St. L. Kollar and
Ms. Geraldine Anderson,
Grosse Point, Mich., Mrs.
Bruton Wood, Paducah, Mrs.
Ittwanda Cox, St. Mateo,




The body is being returned
to the Roberts Funeral Ser-
vice. Mayfield, where the
fnneral *ill be held Saturday
at two p.m. Burial will follow
in the Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Friends may call at the





The funeral for Claude
Anderson of Hazel was held
Thursday at 2 p.m at the
Hazel Church of Christ with
Bill Dillon officiating and Joe
Thompson leading the singing
by a group from the church. -
Pallbearers were Keith and
Kevin Anderson, Paul and
John Robinson, Gerald
Alderdice, and Tim Workman.
Burial was in the Hazel
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
--le, -Maras, lk fanner
tax commissioner of Calloway
County, died Wednesday at
the Murray-Calloway County








The Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will hear
the pastor, the Rev. Daniel
Tucker, speak at the worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 26,
at 9: 30 a.m.
"One Day At A Time" will
be the selection by the church
choir, directed by, Ralph
Robertson with Ricky Cun-
ningham as pianist.
Sunday will follow the
worship servicesit.10 : 30 a.m.
The evening service will be
held with the Good Sheperd




ESP gives power to spare
tot your carpet care . .
liallther sac has ESP With a flip of the
• Pirdlr.h you II go from normal speee to






• six position Drel-A-Nep has
precise settings for maximum
power on every carpet--•-even
problem shags
• Powerful 6-amp motor
• All-metal Vibra-Groomer
• wide, bright headlight
• King-size top-filling dust bag
and dual Edge Kleener
• 8 piece tool kit, model 2877.









LOULSVILLE. Ky. (AP) —
The first woman to be named
lanisrille's police officer of
the year has broken cases.
tradition and precedents — all
in pursuit of being a good cop.
Cheryl Jackman was
dismissed from the Louisville
Police Department, six
months after she joined,
because of her height.
She got back on the force
when she asked that the height
requirement be waived, and
the Louisyille Civil Service
Board voted to—suspend it
indefinitely.
Ms. Jackman aLso was the
first woman named Louisville
police officer of the month
after she used a nightstick to
rescue a male officer who was
being attacked by a Areet
gang.
Arid she played a major role
in an investigation that led
recently to an arrest in
numerous sex offenses that




returned today from a two-day
convention held in Owensboro,
based on the theme, "Ren-
dering Sacred Service with
I kyalty,''according to George
Bandarra, spokesman for the
local congregation.
Bandarra stated "that 1731
were in attendance to hear
many fine experiences in-
volving tests of loyalty ex-
perienced by many here in our
area, and many expressed
that their ability to remain
loyal hinged_ on knowing and
being able to apply Bible
principles in their daily lives."
The highlight of the meeting
was a talk given by L. I..
Roper, district representative
of the Watchtower Bible and
Tract Society of New York, on
the subject "Meeting the Test
of Christian Loyalty.- Ban-
darra
Bandarra added that all
regular meetings at the local
Kingdom Hall will be resumed




Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring, Baptist
Church, will speak at the 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Nov. 26,
at the church. _
Tommy Scott will direct the
Adult Choir as they sing
"Everybody Sing Praises To
The Lord" at the morning
service. Mrs. Scott will be
pianist:it-rid Mrs. J4ri Neale
- '—
Raymond Matheny, deacon
of the week, will assist in the
morning services. ,
_ The Youth .Chear
-it 5:30 p.m. for practice arid
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
- Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Gracie Holland
and Mrs. Pat Dalton.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., Church Training at 6
p.m., and Deacons meeting at





off Highway 94 East, will hold
worship services on Sunday,
Ncrv.26, at 11 a.m. •
-Tried Before A King- will
be the subject of the sermon
by the Rev. T. H. Sanders,
pastor, who will a Iso direct the
singing with Anna Wells as
pianist. ---




Ms. Jackiniut, a detective police officials, including city
assigned to the police Safety Director Philip-Seta:Az
department's sex offew.et and LIMY POliee and Jon
squad, was honored this week Higgins.
fur her role in that in- Sgt. Clorles R. Orms,
vestigation. She was named commander of the• sex of-
the Kiwanis Club's police tenses squad. said Us. Jack-
officer of the year, beating out man's work, • in the ease in-
70 candidates from her eluded many hours of paper
department. work, iftiterviews and
The annual award is given research. -
by ----the Audubon and 'Detective Jackman's
Metropolitan Kiwarus clubs performance was not that of
On hand for the presentation stopping a bank holdup in
.were a number of Louisville progress and apprehending
" The North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, located off Highway
121 North on the Roy Graham
Road, will hear the pastor, the
Rev. Dewayne Franklin,
speak at the worship services
on Sunday, Nov. 28.
At the 11 a.m. services the
. pastor's subject will be "God's
- Call For Spiritual Leaders,'—'
. and at the 6 p.m. services, his
subject will be "Overcoming
The World."
Sunday School will be at 16
am. During this period the
pastor is teaching a new class
of Singles and Singles Again
and any single person from
the age of 18 to 98 is invited to
Pnroll in this class, the pastor
said.
Soul stilbutmact.lhis
-4i ---- .-et • -
SUNDAYS 15
robbers as you might see en forcement," Onns said
TV. Hers Was real bona fide
detective work...dedication,
determination and a sincere
effort toward good law en-
In an interview after the
ceremony, Ms. Jackmazi; 30,
said she hopes to become "as
good an officer as I can."
-4
First Woman Is Named Louisville's Police Officer Of The-Year
"I push myself more than
anybody up there pushes me,"
she said. "Some of my victints
say I harass them, but it's4:1
important that we get the
we need.information
GARDEN CENTER
Cordially. invites the public






Everyone is _ in tiledia 
lour
Houses and see "thousands of 
Poinsettias in
bloom and various foliage 
plants.
Save now on these big-screen
ColorTrak Specials from RCA
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